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OVERVIEW 
Thesls Research 

Within itself, architecture is not a self-referential system. It lacks the 
ability to control the understandings associated with it. Only a man 
can interpret its meaning for himselt as an understanding differs for 
all men, as all men are unîque. There is no universally appropriate 
aesthetic vocabulary or understanding of architecture, each con-
struction is only one unique understanding and expression. Its inter-
pretations can therefore be numerous. 

The "architecture" of the world varies too greatly and parallels its 
creating culture too closely to be judged independently of such 
phenomenon. The aesthetic preferencesof a culture; and those of 
its individuals, for that matter; vary greatly. If architecture is for 
people, it should relate to them and their aesthetic preferences. 
These preferences are and should be reflected in the architecture 
for these persons. Great vark^nces atso exlst in the acceptab le or 
preferred levels and types of architecture designed and produced. 

Like language, an understanding of architecture is a learned phe-
nomenon. A person, through associations and individual develop-
ment of aesthetic preferences form ideas about architecture. The 
uniqueness of this development and understanding lessens the pos-
sibilities of an universally acceptable, internally generated architec-
ture. Too much diversity and too many cultural influences make 
architecture a personal rather than a self-referential system. 

The pref erences of individuals and their relative culture are ref lected 
in their aesthetic needs. Architecture if analyzed beyond a func-
tional denotation can serve as a vehicle to fulfill or satisfy these 
needs. Because architecture has the ability to become a some-
times "permanent" artform and recording of Mankind. it also can 
possess the ability to transcend human generations and remain as 
a remlnder of the past or as a lesson to present and future. As an 
artform, it has the ability to transcend its functlonal boundries and 
become an expressive medium. 

An architecture of the today's status quo is a struggle between a 
singular unity of itself as an entity and the numerous, diverse aes-
thetic needs and preferences of those who will use it. We live in an 
age of communication and this constant influx of information 
effecís American lifestyle and aesthetlcs. The Post-Modern move-
ment began to realize and explore the communicative abilities of 
the bullt environment. Unfortunately, most architects chose signs 
and symbols from an elitist past and simply applied them indiscrimi-
nately to typical Modern buildings. The architecture of America has 
taken steps toward communication and pluralistic expression, but 
has faiied to relate successf ully to those existing, iiving and creating 
today's American popular, mass culture. 
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PREMISES 
Thesls Research 

"There is no absolute reality, no ultimate norm which ís au-
thentic." (Versely) 

"A society's art, Information, and entertainment do not de-
velop in a vacuum; they must meet standards of form and substance 
whlch grow out of the soclety and the needs and characteristícs of 
its members." (Gans. 70) 

A person undoubtedly is highly influenced by his environment as he 
develops. Aesthetic preference which is extremely Influenced by his 
socialexperiencesandbehaviorwhichisstronglycoloredbyhisprior 
experiences. the aesthetic standards of his peer group(s), and his 
own individual sensibilities. These biases have also largely been 
influenced by hissocio-economic background. (Mann, 706) 

People have a right to their own aesthetic preferences regardless of 
what they are high or popular. Different taste cultures have 
different standards of what they think isbeautiful, but both [high and 
popular] are striving for beauty. (Gans, 116) 

Aesthetic experience differs from aesthetlc value [implied worth]. 
(Berleant) 
Aesthetic preference is however related to aesthetic value in that 
want or demand increases value. 

"Cultural values cannot be inferred from cultural content." 
(Gans,22) 

" Experience ís direct and qualitative, while value, in the case 
of a r t is a form of judgement generally honorific. Art objects gain 
their signif icance over time and by others' judgement on them, not 
just ours; therefore knowing or being shown, or learníng the impor-
tance of certain objects from others raises the esteem, in our own 
eyes, of those objects. And this is true forseriousart as well aspopu-
larart." (Mann,705) 

"The universality of a work of art Is only subjectively valid. It 
entails that, in principle, the meaning and value of the workd of art 
are somehow accessible to any potential consumer of aesthetic 
values. It does not entaíl the unity of many things, but rather a unity 
of many minds." Georg Simmel (1882), (Blau, 143) 

"Traditionally in the work of art, the existent facts, whether 
subjective or ojective, are less signif icant than the values we attribute 
to these facts or to the system of representation which embodies 
these values." (Colquhoun, 49) 

"Architecture" is in essence and in intent not the same as "building 
construction." 



FACTS 
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Amerlca Is a pluralistlc soclety. 

Only 15-20% of the commercial buildings and 5% of the residentlal 
constructlonsare designed byarchitects. Pre-designed orNon-de-
signed builder housing domlnates the construction market. 

"In a democratic and pluralistlc society like ours, popular 
preferences are Ignored only at great [economlc] peril ... even 
though a lack of wisdom may prevent people from choosing what 
Is clearly In their own best Interests. It is their preferences - and not 
architectural theories - that wilL in the long run, influence much of 
what happens In the citles." (Michelson, 38) 
Thls Is referring to the "I ílke" concept. 

The Popular cuiture does what it likes to do and prefers to own and 
vlew what they likes to see. 
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INFERENCES 

Thesls Research 

If any common aesthetic standards exist among the various taste 
publics in America, they are so general that they have very little 
descriptive aesthetic or architectural utility. (Mann, 718) 

"Aestheticandarchitecturalstandardsared/nam/c-that is, 
the result of a relationship between artistic form and expectations -
then no single work of art or single building can be judged universaíly 
necessarily better than another." (Mann, 710) 

A different set of needs and values will result in a different set of 
aesthetlc standards. 

According to Charles Jencks, 
"The distance between these [current] paradigms [advo-

cacy pkanning, rehabilitation-restoration-preservatlon, semiotlcsand 
radical eclecticism, radical traditlonalism, fundamental political re-
organization, etc.] is too great forony single aesthetíc theory orset 
of standards to encompass.' (Jencks, 14) 

It follows that each taste cuiture will have itsown unique aesthetic 
standards and expectations, and therefore [different taste cultures] 
will have certain preferences in architectural style. (Mann, 708) This 
is not to say that some of the same or similiar preferences occur 
within different taste publics. 

"Architectural theory has been dominated for the last dec-
ade or so by various forms of determinism or populism, neither of 
which recognizes architecure as constituting a cultural entity in its 
own right. But the raw material of architecture is, to a large extent, 
the architectural culture at any one moment in history, Unless those 
aspects of architectural creation - aspects which involve the trans-
formation of an existing culture - are understood, we are not going 
to achieve and architecture by which cultural meanings can be 
carried." (Colquhoun, 66) 

117 
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ISSUES 
Thesls Research 

Differen t classif ications of taste and aesthetic standards do exist, but 
how does or can architecture relate to the pluralistic aesthetic 
values and standards of American culture? 

What are the standards or characteristics of American popuiar 
cultures' aesthetic preferences? 

Most architecture Is not designed for and does not inherentiy relate 
mass,popularcultures'valuesandaesthetlcpreferences. Ironically, 
mass culture consumes, ahd is responsible for the greatest amount 
of buiiding construction. 

"Perhaps the most crucial problem in architecture today is 
thatof itsre/o//onsh/p withthecultureofsocietyasawhole. Isarchl-
tecture to be considered a self referential system, with its own tradi-
tionsand its own system of volues, or is it rather a social product which 
only becomes and entity once it has been reconstituted by forces 
external to it?" (Colguhoun, 67) 
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THESIS STATEMENT 

Through the anolysls of the popuíar cultures' expresslve medla ond 
the assocloted oesthetic charocteristlcs, on orchitecture wíll be 
generoted from these charocteristics which is creoted speciflcoliy 
for ond thus reiated to the aesthetic values and preferences of 
Amerlcon populor culture. 

"These [aesthetic] preferences, of course, are not intrinsíc to 
each taste pubiic but are usually generated from a range of life 
experiences. They are given specific form and content through 
prlnted and communications media. It is in magazines, catalogs, 
newspapers, TV, and the movies that most of us see a wide variety 
of images that we each interpret and modify to meet our own needs 
and preferences in architecture." (Mann, 708) 

Popular Culture is chosen as an area of analysis because: 
- it exists and thrives in vast numbers throughout America 
- it is growing and becoming more powerful 
- contains a constantly developing synopsis of pluralist aesthetic 
preferences 
- architects and "architecture^ generally neglects thls vast sector of 
society. Instead, architecture is usually created with, for, and by the 
elite and the elite's associated value structure 

mass culture is viewed by most of high society as a negative 
ínfluence, the proposed intention is neutral if not positive 
- the construction that supports this public Is lessdeveloped than the 
other artistic expressions that are associated with it, f or example, tele-
vision or print media 
- provides a potential newmarket for the architecturai community, 
which is currently dominated by the construction industry 
- socio-economically supports high culture and allows for the oppor-
tunity for high culture ideals to be generated 
- allows high culture itself to exist 
- need for education and appreciation in the fieid of architecture 
- architecture can be more informatlve, meaningful, and easily 
understood if it relates to those for whom it is created 
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DEFINITIONS, DESCRIPTIONS 

NOTE: The followlng are 
overly slmpllfied stere-
otyplcal examples and 
are fyplfylng verybroad 
cross-secfions of socl-
efy. They are Infended 
glve a generaL baslc 
understanding and 
relaiíve poslffon or 
comparlson fo fhe 
study group (popular 
culture). 

The TASTE CULTURES are: 
(according to Herbert Gans) 

H I G H C U L T U R E ... 
- produces a heterogeneous and nonstandard product encourag-
Ing creative process in which an individual creator works to achleve 
his or her own personal ends 
- prides itself on individuality of taste 
- dominated by creators and critics, "serious" writers and artists, etc. 
and the elite social position of its users 
- addresses itself to abstract socîaL politicaL and philosophical ques-
tions and fundamental soclety assumptions 
- highly educated, academic and professional 
- upper income, generally 
- sees itself as setting aesthetic standards for all society 
- highly intellectualized 
- Camus and Sarte, experímental films, avant-garde art, Critical 
Inquiry 

U P P E R - M I D D L E C U L T U R E ... 
- prefers a culture that is substantive, unconcerned with innovations 
in form and uninterested in making issues of method 
- less "abstract" and 'literary' than high culture 
- reflects more current public concerns and interests 
- reflects more popular avant-garde flare 
- symphonic and operatic works of 19th century composers 
- Bellow novels, Bergman films, Pollack paintings, Atlantic Monthly, 
Harpers, Tíme, Newsv/eek, Psychology Today 

L O W E R - M I D D L E C U L T U R E , , , 
- lower status professionais, low level white collar workers, some 
higher status blue collar workers 
- aestheíics emphasize substance and representation 
- very fragmented - traditionai, conventional, and progressive fac-
tions 
- art as romantic and representational, reproductions of landscapes 
by Cezanne and Van Gogh, dancers by Degas, Cityscapes by 
Buffet; but shunning harsh naturalism as well as abstracts 
- main market for the popular arts and main consumer for popular 
mass media 
- emphasizes adaptations of upper culture rather than innovation 
and experimentation 
- aesthetic standards are popular, eclectic, and democrat ic 

best-seller paperbacks, Sound of Muslc, Rockweli, Keane and 
Buffet art, Readers Digest, Cosmopolitan, American films 

•/0 
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DEFINITIONS, DESCRIPTIONS 

POPULAR CULTURE ... 
- includes both Upper and Lower-Middte Cultures 
- equal to Mass Cuiture (synonymous terms) 
- Upper and lower-middle cultures are becoming closer and harder 
to distinguish as each generation of lower middle siblings increases 
its educational level and economic power 
- generally supports (actuaily and financialiy) aii culturai 
activity...therefore allowing High Culture and its ideals to exlst 
- network and cable television, movies, popular fashion, special and 
general interest magazines, popular music 

LOW CULTURE ... 
- skilled and semi-skilled workers 

emphasizes working class values, like work ethic, demarcating 
good and evii, and famíly 
- moral order is dominant, organized religion, evangelical speakers 
- rejects culture as dull and immoraL indifferent to art 
- preference for action and melodrama 
- no concern for abstract ideals 
- prefers ornateness to starkness and simpllcity 
- action movies, western, iconographic artifacts, mementoes 

Q U A S I - F O L K . LOW CULTURE 
- ethníc and folk art 
- simpler version of low culture 
- crafts, ethnic radio, unselfconscious art 

11 
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AESTHETIC STANDARDS Info ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS 

See Chart on followlng 
poge. 
(from Mona 706) 

Explanatlon of Terms: 

FORM ... 
Included are the qualities of a building independent of the meaning 
of the building. It is the shell within which content is imposed; it is the 
grammar orset of rulesthat determine the formal organization. Such 
rules are specific to culture, agreed upon as principles for articulat-
ingparts...whetheroflanguage,orstructures,orimages. Inarchitec-
ture, such rules have various sources. They may be based upon ideai 
systems like golden means, on proportions found in nature, or geo-
metric systems based on more esoteric Ideals like field theory. Formal 
criteria can also be based on more day-to-day demands like a 
predetermined building system or on prescribed zoning conditions. 

CONTENT ... 
Content includes the relationship between the perceiver's expecta-
tions, and the physical configuration of the building, its varlous 
themes, and prevailing character. In order to conslder the content 
of a building one must take into account not only the intentions of 
the makers of that building asseen in its external pattern, but also the 
perceptions of its users. 

C O M P O S I T I O N ... 
The composition isformulated by the characteristic reiationship be-
tween the parts and the whole at a formal level. When all the parts 
of the buildlng are brought into a harmonious and coherent unity, 
and when the parts are subservient to the whole, the composition is 
simple. When the parts of the building take precedence over the 
whole, for whatever reasons, when each detail strives for its own 
individuality, when a coherent unity is sacrificed and subsumed by 
patterns of growth and change, the composition can be called 
complex. Composition can be seen asa sub-category of form since 
it concerns itself with balance, rhythm, harmony, scale, and propor-
tion. Composition techniques are the means to a formal end. 

CONTEXTUAL R E L A T I O N S H I P S . . . 
The context is defined by the relationshipsbetween the building and 
its environment(s). The environment must, of course, be seen in its 
broadest sense. It means not only the relationship between the 
natural setting and the building but also the relationship between 
the single building and the community of buildings within which it 
exists. A building can be seen either as contrasting with its environ-
ment or coinciding with it. Contrast emphasizes the unique qualities 
of a building in opposition to the site or the community, while 
coincidence suggest an attempt to identify architectonic charac-
ter. Contextuai relationship can be seen as a sub-category of 
content since often something is given definition by what exits 
around it. 

\Í12 
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AESTHETIC STANDARDS info ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS 

Tasfe Publlcs 

High 

Upper Middle 

Lower Middle 

Low 

Quosl-Folk 

Aestheflc 
Sfandards 

Intellectual 
Academic 

Avant-garde 

Self-consclous 
Current 

Faslilonable 

Eclecílc 
Democratic 
Popular 

Traditional 

Anonymous 

Unselfconsclous 

Communal 
Adhocist 

Form 

Abstract 
Ideal 

Thieoretical 

Conceptuoi 

Informal 
Addltlve 
Arbltrary 

Pragmatlc 

Concrete 

Logical 

Direct 

Contenf 

Impllclt 
Symbolic 

Sopt^isticoted 
Cosmopolltan 

Associative 

Mannerist 
Styllstic 
Referentloi: 
Cape Cod 
Ranch 
Colonial 

Ordinary 

Austere 

Expllciî 

Picturesque 

Composltlon 

Canonic 
Coherení 

Uniíied 

Ciassical 
Reflned 

Ambiguous 

Contradictory 

Complex 

Repetltlve 

Open-ended 

Chaotic 

Contexfual 
Relaflonshlp 

Herolc 
Original 
Monumentol 

Unlque 

Foreground 

Preîenîious 

Homogeneous 

Eccentrlc 

Ublquitous 

Unlform 

Obscure 

Background 

Quaint 

13 
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POPULAR CULTURE AESTHETIC CHARACTERISTICS 
NOTE: Popularculfureas 
well as all ofher culfures 
all borrow from each 
ofher. They are all Inher-
enfly Inferlinked. Some 
of fhe following charac-
feristlcs transcend fhe 
boundarles of thepopu-
lar aesfheflc. but all are 
decldedly a vifalparf of 
fhe overall popular ex-
perience. Thls linkage 
negates a moralisflc 
Judgement of a particu-
lar tasfe culture for all 
are related, some slmply 
sfress differenf affribufes 
overofhers. 

- A C C E S S I B I L I T Y -

I want it now 
I shall not wait 

It was made for me 
I want it now, and shall not wait 

Immediately, I demand 
I want it now 
I shall not wait 

The ease by which soclety in general or a taste public in particular 
can possess and understand the aesthetic is readily oonvenient. 
Conversely there are those things whlch are considered proprîetary 
in high culture. One must be "in-the-know" so-to-speak in order to 
understand that which is exhibited for communication. Popular 
aesthetic defers this hierarchy class-based hautiness in favor of 
honest availability. Popular culture demands slmplicity and ease of 
access. This characteristic is evident In American cities and Ameri-
can lifestyle. 

"The strip is trying to tell us something about ourselves: 
namely, that most Americans prefer convenlence; are determined 
to simplify as much of the mechanical, service, and distribution side 
of life as possible; and are willing to patronize and subsidize any in-
formal, geographical behaviorsetting that helps. The value systems 
of the strip derive from the open road rather than from the closed 
city." (Clay,92) 
For example, American mass culture will often pay a higher price for 
food at a convenience store than take the time to go to a market 
ifitisfartherawayandlessconvenient. Othertasteculturesdemand 
only their perceived "best" and are prepared to wait for the best. 
Popular culture will also accept lower quality goods in favor of con-
venience and accessibility. Accessibility is equated with a popular 
"best". 

One can look at the popularly available magazines and realize the 
publics interests. In a local grocery store, the magazine section can 
give a person an idea about the accessiblity of a topic, product, or 
idea. It is ironic that one seldom finds a magazine devoted to 
architecture, yet can find numerousjournals on interior design. The 
current ideas about architecture are not readily available to the 
popular culture. A lack of accessiblity could be causal to the 
choices and preferences associated with the popular culture. 

14 
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POPULAR OULTURE AESTHETIC CHARACTERISTICS 

- A D V E R T I S A B L E -

He saw it there, 
And another here 

They talked about the need 
and showed to him great wonders 
He saw the need, convinced 

It became a need to him 
Another bought and sold. 

The aesthetic is marketable and comprehendible as a commodity. 
The object must also be capable of gainlng and retaining ottention. 
Popular culture phenomenon are usually not "one-of-a-kind". They 
are more often inherently generated asand usually manufactured 
as mass-produced products. It Is through advertising exposure that 
the product gains value and recognition. It has the ability to induce 
a" want" from the populous In that the product can fulfill a supposed 
"need". The aesthetic can also be shared with or by others. The 
aesthetic must also be able to be possessed by others. The ideas 
associated with marketability are also incorporated into the prod-
uctjtspackaging,anditsadvertising. Theconceptof "hype" isoften 
used as a selling tool. The naming or symbol associated with the 
creation isquite important. The name must be provocative, exciting, 
competitive, and memorable. The popular product is often borne 
out of competition or is the result of a competition. The populous 
thrives on competition, and an advertisable product allowsan edge 
in the contest for success. There ore varying degrees of this charac-
teristic. 

When one applies the concept of advertlsability to a unique 
one-of-a-kind masterplece created for and by the elite, it is obvious 
that the product is not of the popular aesthetic. While it may be used 
and recognized as a sy mbol or metaphor of success, the object itself 
as a product is not advertisable because it Is not attainable to the 
masses. Depending on the recognition and associationsof the work, 
the mass culture can and often does adapt or interpret the elites' 
artwork for their own use. For example, Leonardo's Mona Lisa is not 
advertisable, but a postcard or a poster of the image is. 

Advertisable does not necessarily denote the poputar" medra 
circus". High culture also accepts and enjoys recognition and 
publicity associated with their status. 

15 
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POPULAR CULTURE AESTHETIC CHARACTERISTICS 

' A M B I G U I T Y -

What?, he asked, 
He did not understand It all, 
Nor could he... 
It was enough for now to ask 

He found the answer 
within himself 
He realized 
That whîch is 
isnot 
that which is not 

An answer for one 
Only. 

A person or group does not have to understand every aspect of the 
idea or the aesthetic in order to accep t it and use it. It is better to 
encourage curiosity than to work within given defined and ac-
cepted limits. Asa rule, one should over-estimate rather than under-
estimate. Inclusionofnumerousinfluencesoftenresultsinahighlevel 
of complexity and ambiguity. The popular aesthetic is purposely 
inclusiveofambiguityandombiguouselements. Numerousassocia-
tionscan be made and each of these conclusionsare all considered 
valid. The aesthetic justification of the object is also often ambigu-
ous. The intent is often very diverse and this can result in an rather 
perplexing expressîon within the product. This characteristic often 
enables the product to transcend certaln deflned groups and 
provide a wide base of stimulus for many people. 

" jhe expressive forms of popular arts [are often] simple, but 
the underlying ideas, concepts, and philosophies moy be most 
profound, and of a complexity that transcends much cultivated 
discourse." [Schroeder, 10) 

This diversity can enhance the marketability of the product and its 
aesthetic. Ambiguity is not intended to imply blandness. Popular 
culture'saesthetic preferencesare not inherently bland. The ambi-
guity of the aesthetic is intentional, for the universally perfect expres-
sion of a singular idea is quite difficult if not impossible to achieve. If 
the level of the communication within the parts is acceptable, the 
whole expression is acceptable as obscure. A popular expression is 
simply saying something. the populous is free to intepret and ration-
alize as they wlsh. Ambiguity allows controversy, interest, and 
diversity. 

16 
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POPULAR CULTURE AESTHETIC CHARACTERISTICS 

- C O N S T A N T C H A N G E -

Morning hascome 
I must awake 
for I believe 
something is new 

I must Indeed see 
for it will not be 
here tomorrow 
As the same. 

In the truest sense of the phrase, 'the more things change, the more 
they stay the same', the popular aesthetlc is an ironlc duality of 
constant change. Movement, both physlcally and psychologically, 
is expected. The popular aesthetic Is notstagnant, nor isIt unchang-
ing. A constant influx of ideas and images Is manifest in the popular 
culture's aesthetic preferences. 

"But however much the necessary existence of such laws 
may justify a view of architecture as a self-referential system, it does 
not support a view which would regard such a system asdependent 
on laws which are absolute and unchanging. The laws regulating 
aesthetic construction are subject to change and this changes 
comes about not from inside the aesthetic system but from the 
outside." [Colquhoun, 68) 

One can see that other taste cultures also change over time, but it 
is the popular culture not only acceptingly celebrates, but also 
demands such change. Hígh culture strivesfor universality of under-
standing and constant truths. These truths are intended to stand the 
test of time, while the populous demands the experience of time and 
change. Predíctabil i tyofthepopularphenomenonisalmostimpos-
sible because of this characteristic. A slight deviation can cause 
monstrous implications. Constant change also implies a rejouve-
nated freshness and healthy competition among the popular aes-
thetic. 

17 
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POPULAR CULTURE AESTHETIC CHARACTERISTICS 

- E C L E C T I C I S M -

The gathering of much 
The gathering of many 

all together. now 
sewn as one, 
a quilt of memories. 

Some prefer personal scraps 
to other's remnants 
A spice is added , 
a life of its own, 
it now has warmth. 

" At last we see that the invention of forms is the invention of 
existence itself. No predetermination exists, except in memories. 
Andmemoriesdisappearbeforeuslikedreams. Historyisthesoilfrom 
which we come, but it is beneath us and below. We must invent the 
present anew and higher - ever above - and we must do it from the 
materials at hand." [Woods, 9) 
Ideas, symbols, and forms can and are borrowed, changed, and 
incorporated into the aesthetic. Combination results in new mean-
ingsand possibilities fornew expression. The old isessentially a source 
for images and ideas. The use of the past as a source of inspiratlon 
and Interpretation addsa level of securlty tothe asthetic. That which 
has been accep ted and thouroughly tested and proven can help 
the assure the populous of the uncertain future. 

"The main justification for honky-tonk elements in orchitec-
turalorderistheirveryexistence. Theyarewhatwehave. Architects 
can bemoan or try to ignore them or even try to abolish them, but 
they will not go away. Or they will not go away for a long time, 
because architects do not have the power to replace them (or do 
not know what to replace them with), and because these common-
place elements accommodate extsting needs for variety and 
communication. The old chiches involving both banality and mess 
wíll still be the context of our new architecture, and our new 
architecture will be the context for them." [Venturi, 42) 
Venturi points out that people use what is available to solve their 
problems. The popular aesthetic is bullt on that which is or was 
available. 
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ECCLECTICfSM. concluded 

The past becomes the present's sources. Likewise, the present 
artifacts and ideas will become sources for the future. Eclecticism 
transcends many taste culture boundarles, but popular culture is less 
filtered and much less preferential about its sources. Anything can 
be interpreted and used. High culture, for example, hasa tendency 
to use only those things that have positive "cultural" associations (i.e. 
antiques). 

"I would even argue that 'the true and proper style' [to 
signify pluralism] is not as they said Gothic, but some form of 
eclecticism, because only this can adequately encompass the 
plurallsm that is our social and metaphysical reality." [Jencks, 22) 
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- E X P E D I E N C E 

I will wait, 
but only fo ra time 
short 
I grow impatient 
I demand my fill 
I want to hear, see 
and be 
As I wish 

Time ticks away at life 
I will wait no longer. 

One is not required to wait or feel as if he is waiting to achieve the 
desired goal or understanding - having or possessing a quallty of 
"now-ness." Thepopulousdoesnotl ike towai t . If anyth ingcan be 
possessed more easily or quickly, the object or the idea has more 
utility forthe mass culture. Fastfood restaurants, conveníence stores, 
home delivery, home shopping, and televislon are all manifestatlons 
of the popular culture's demands for expedience. The demand for 
expedience breeds ingenuity. The constructs of the popular culture 
mandate constant updating and improvement, for competit ion 
succeed when one fails to please the populous. Things are never 
quick, easy. or fast enough for the dynamic popular culture. 

Machinery and the Industrial Revolution brought this aesthetic to 
Americans. The age of custom, hand-made items is over. The 
expedience and lower cost of the machined goods is preferred by 
the mass culture. The elite still demand the quality and are will and 
able to afford the hand-crafted masterpieces. The MASS-produc-
tlon, MASS-distribition, and MASS-medla advertislng are all Inter-
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- I M M E D I A C Y -

Do not laugh at me 
Let me laugh with you 

Show me your truths 
Face to face 
I can believe 
understand, 
only this way... 

I want to be there 
With you 
If not în body 
then, 
in mind. 

A person understandsand is "there" and can have orcomprehend 
It. The aesthetic of the thíng is tangibly available and applicable. 

"Immediacy...isa requisite for the effective use of the media 
of populararts. For the popular media arts, immediacy or the illusion 
of immediacy must be communicated and this is effected by the use 
of live and canned audiences, and by the use of realism in prefer-
ence to expressionism or unbridled fantasy." (Schroeder, 27) 
A person must feel as if he isactually involved and there. This can be 
accomplished either physically or mentally. The person should 
perceive himself as comfortable in the environment and as a part of 
the experience. Television uses so-called "canned laughter" to 
increase the audience's immediacy. 

Immediacy is often created by incorportating availability wíth famili-
arity. A person feels more comfortable when he is in o recognizable 
environment. The inclusion of eclectic objects within a spatial 
environment attempts to famillarize the amblance for great num-
bers of people. An opposing viewpoint would suggest a universally 
generic environment for all to comprehend on the same level. This 
viewpolnt however neglects the fact that all people are not on the 
same levet and therefore have a tendency to react to an unknown 
object or phenomenon in different ways. 
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- I N C L U S I O N -

Do not judge that 
whlch I brought 
or me 

It is all that 
I do have 
Accepted 
it shall be 
and Me also 

Anyone and everyone and their retated ideas are able to be used 
and incorporated into the general aesthetic. 

"Less is a bore, more is more."[Venturl) 
Inclusion relates to the popular ideas about eclecticism. There are 
no" inappropriate" sources for the aesthetic. This inclusion also adds 
to the levels of ambiguity and enhances the richness of layering as 
more and more "things" are included and become a part of the 
aesthetic. Inclusion builds upon the ideasassociatied with participa-
tion. A person enjoys being asked to contribute or inhance with his 
opinion. 

Popularaestheticcelebratesthisideaandthecotlageorassimilation 
of divergent and different preferences. Thlsassemblage of pluralistlc 
preferences does not discriminate and also allows the individual to 
feel as If he belongs. This characteristic inhances the eclectlcism by 
not imposing regulatory rules on the aesthetic. A designer is free to 
pick and choose, combine and mesh the ideas, preferences and 
regulationsashechooses. The interpretationshould incorporate the 
pluralistlc preferences of the poputar culture. 
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- L A Y E R I N G -

Pilesand piles 

a coat of many colors 
many meanlngs, I wore them all 
I could be many people, 
many things. 

Some did voice dislike 
While others c lapped with praise 

The purposefut inclusion of multl-functlon and multi-meaning ele-
ments is important to the popular aesthetic. These elements are 
layered and Interwoven to form a new expresslon. This expression is 
predisposed to look as if it could to be added to or modified at whim. 
The collage and its layering princlples can become very close to the 
popular ideal. Uslng a variety of personal sources, the ending result 
can often be Interpreted in Innumerable ways, and have many 
meanings associated to itself in addition to the works from which it 
was created. These interpretations depend on the experiences of 
the person who is deciphering the work. The layers can enhance the 
ambiguity, eclecticism and pluralism of the expression. The viewing 
of an tdea through another idea Is inherent in a layering concept. A 
person sould realize that his interpretation isonly one of the many. His 
preferences are different from others. The layering of ideas and 
preferences allows a person to establish himself on a level and then 
explore from that point. 

The idea of a palimpsest, or writing over, can also be explored. A 
palimpsest is a phenomenon which occurs if an existing creation is 
covered over or transformed into a new product. Remnants of the 
old ccín be detected and alter the course of the new creation 
because they inftuence the creators descisions, [consciously, sub-
consciously, or both). The interpretation or transformation of one 
thing as It is layered by another can drastically change its meaning 
and a person's understanding of the work. 

Not unlike the warmth and personal interpretation of a quilt, layering 
can inhancetheperceiveddepthandrichnessof theexpression. By 
the careful masking and revealing of certaln preferences, a creator 
can a d d to the meaning of the experience. If the layers are 
somewhat separated, the polnt of view can also be changed by the 
viewer, who can alter his own interpertation. 
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- L I B E R A L I S M -

They say 
Do as you wish 

WE, as ourselves 
can be tolerant, 

for we have actions 
from withln ourselves 
that are also unique 
and wish also 
to be heard. 

Compared to the realm of high cultures' perception of "good" taste, 
almostanythingimaginableisacceptabletosomedegree. Popular 
culture is perceived to be somewhat open-minded about many 
thlngsandequallyclose-mindedaboutothers. Differingfactionsare 
allowed to express their ideas, though. This expresslon is often 
reflected as an incorporation into the popular aesthetic. Often, it is 
a "no win" situation among value structures, but all are allowed to 
speak. The rightness of the factionsare not evaluated, each can be 
right in their own minds. America culture was built upon ideas of 
freedom of expression. Liberalism allows forall to express, yetall may 
not be accepted. The opportunity for expression is far more impor-
tant that the acceptance of one's beliefs. One mustatso have ability 
to interpret other's expressions. The differences in individuals de-
mandsthisability. Inasense, nooneisright,andnooneiswrong. All 
is acceptable on the level of personal expression. One is free to do 
and think as he wishes. 

The liberalness of the aesthetic inhances its eclectic abililty to relate 
to pluralistic America and adds to its ability to induce a feeling of 
immediacy. All factions are allowed as the aesthetic incorporates 
hlgh culture, low culture, and subculture influences índiscriminately 
and equally. 
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- O P E N E N D E D N E S S -

I must stop 
But, I am 
not finished. 

The task grows to great 
day by day 
it continues to grow 

I have done 
as much as 
I have done 

You may do 
as much as 
You may do. 

There is the potential for additions of values, understandings, and 
spaces; as well as adaptability for change. With a constant influx of 
new ideas, technologies, and aesthetics, these changes must be 
able to be incorporated. This Is not to say that the aesthetic Is to look 
or to be unfinished, it is simply to express an openendedness. Things 
should be open for modification, re-interpretatlon, and re-evalu-
ation. 

Through the use of ambiguity, some chonge isalways perpetual. As 
peoplechange,their ideasandperferenceschange. Inanambigu-
ous phenomenon, these changesare accomodated because no 
one stagnant thought Is perpetuated initially. 

The incorporation of openendedness also imples prospective pros-
perity and an abilty to adapt and cope with the future. Things are 
not stagnant. The asethetic has the capacity and expresses the 
need for a positive outlook and the insurance of the ability to 
incorporate the changes that are developed for the better. Popular 
culture anticípates the future and accepts its developements. The 
aesthetic characteristic of openendedness allows this to be achieved. 
Most American cities are a foilure to incorporate of this phenome-
non. Urban renewalistheresultof poorptanningand thestagnation 
of an idealized aesthetic. 

Openendedness Incompasses the concepts of growth, prosperity, 
and ability to incorporate constant change. 
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POPULAR CULTURE AESTHETIC CHARACTERIS-

- O P P O R T U N I T Y -

It is so new 
Might it not work 

We wilt 
let you try 
though, and but 

we will 
let you 
fail. 
also 

Anypersonhasaccessandtheabi l i tyorfreedomtounderstandand 
use the aesthetic as he or she deems appropriate whether it be 
considered appropriate or inappropriate by the status quo. 

"Thewholefieldofaesthetics,withitsideologicalfoundations 
and its bellef in tdeal beauty, has been swept aslde. All that is left in 
its place is permissive expression, the total freedom of the genius 
which, if we but knew it, resides in us all. What appears on the 
surfaces as a hard, rational discipline of deslgn turns out rather 
paradoxícally to be a mystlcal belief in the Intuitional process." 
(Colquhoun, 46} 
The populous has the ability to incorporate any idea or change that 
they decide is necessary to the aesthetic. A person has the oppor-
tunity to create, modify, or understand the aesthetic in a new and 
different wqy. Linked to the Liberalism of the popular aesthetic, this 
characterístic involves the action and determínation of the mass 
culture to perpetuate their ideas and beliefs. 

A person in the American society has the opportunity to become 
anything he or she chooses to be, attain any goal, or believe 
anything he wishes. Theaesthetic for thisculture often appealsto this 
sensibilty. The mass media perpetuates ideas of grandeur and 
success while it taunts the populous with a new product. These 
commercials are onty a reminder of the opportunity that is available 
to all who choose to participate. If a person does not llke something. 
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POPULAR CULTURE AESTHETIC CHARACTERISTICS 

- P A R T I C I P A T O R Y -

Let me ask 
before I begln 

What is it 
tha tyou wish? 

We wish for... 
and thankfully ask... 

for you to 
ask of we. 

There is included the ability for those who will use the space to input 
information and opinlons as well as their abllity to change the 
environment when completed to suit their variable needs. A person 
can heighten the characteristic immediacy of the aesthetic by 
allowing those who will use the space to partioipate in its conception 
and development. There also exists the possiblity of the environment 
to be adoptable to the new Indlvldual as he arrives. Within the 
limited ronge of physical comfort, a person can establish his own 
uniquepreferences. Theinctusionofeclecticandpluralistictraitsinto 
the aesthetic is an attempt to verify the participation and inclusion 
of the users. The participatory envlronment might simply engage the 
person on a mental or philosophical level. A person may participate 
an individual with individual and unique characteristics without the 
interference of others. 

Popular culture likes to do-it-yourself. Vast amounts of money, time, 
and effort are spent self-improving. Thisattituded is characteristic of 
a participatory lifestyle. 
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- P L U R A L I S T I C -

How can It 
be for all 
I know for me 
It was made 
for me only 

Like mine: 

For you 
was made another 
it was made 
especially 
was made 
for you 

Like mine. 

Aesthetic preferences can and should represent a multi-cultural 
society of persons. 

"Here [New York] freedom and opportunity have become 
manifest in a city, a city that lives and changes, and still somehow 
remains the same, because it remains 'open' . Beyond thatquality, 
however, it expresses the possibilities of openness, or in other words, 
the prospects of pluraltsm." [Norberg-Schulz, IX) 
Different cultures influence and become incorporated into the 
aesthetic. With thisinflux of new ideas, customs,and understandings, 
the popularaesthetic isvery representative. While the incorporation 
is often a compromise, the original influences are usually easily 
discernable and accep ted positively. 

The aesthetic is pluralistic in a sense both philosophical and stylistic, 
and a dialectical or critical relation to the American populous and 
qn industrial ideology. Divergent ethnic phenomenon within the 
American conglomerate are addressed and included into the 
aesthetic. A mirror and reflection of ideas and understanding that 
have layered and become intermeshed is the intent of this charac-
teristic. All are striving for recognition and an identity, and all are 
allowed to achieve theír goots. 
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- R I C H N E S S -

Llkened to 
A taste 
thick, and chocotatey 
I can unwrap, peel 
And taste 

But there is more 
Not unlike 
A box of tricks 
Something wonderful. 

There are many layers of meaning and perceptions available for 
comprehension. These many characteristics and understandings 
result in a profusion of expressionlstic attributes. 

"A complex and contradictory archltecture based on rich-
ness and ambiguity of modern experience." (Venturi) 

The combinations result in a virtuatty inexhaustible aesthetic expres-
sion, and not a convoluted, incomprehensible stench of blandness. 
Because the aesthetic is loyered, it has the ability to be understood 
in layers. The understanding of one level of meaning enobles a 
person to continue understanding and interpreting more and more 
of the aesthetic. 

The materiats used are not necessarily that which gives heightens the 
richness of the architectural experience. Richness is not the result of 
using expensive materials or building techniques. Popular culture 
can enjoy a richness that is created from cardboard and Elmer's 
glue. The layering and ortistry in which the materials, ideas, images, 
and relationships are formulated create the richness of the experl-
ence. Monetary value and the grandlour of expendatures of the 
result often go unnoticed and are therefore unappreciated by the 
populous. Although a leather interiorin an automobile, for example, 
is very desireable; the populousappreciates the durability and value 
of vinyl and cloth interiors. 

All the answers, preferences, and interpretations are equally correct 
and acceptable. 
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- U T I L I T Y -

Exactly, 
this is it 
precisely, 
as was expected 
and needed 
what I 
and 
we want 

Again 
satisfied 
it can change 
as we change 
and 
satisfy 
exactly. 

The popular aesthetic potential for meeting a pluralistlc societies 
expectations and adapt ing as they change over time. 

" Architecture is evolutionary as well as revolutionary. As an 
art it will acknowledge what isand what ought to be, the immediate 
and the speculative." [Ventuh, 43) 

The pturalistic influences on the popular culture must be incorpo-
rated and used or understood in order to be beneficial for the taste 
culture. The aesthetic implies a need for usefulness and meaning in 
the expression. This utility must change as people change and their 
ideas and understandings grow and diversify. 

An interesting dtchotomy exists between the utility of that which is 
stationary and that which moves. A stationary object is not neces-
sarilystagnant,norisamovingobjectinherentlydynamic. Theforces 
that perpetuate popular experience are however dynamic, they 
change constantly and often unexpectedly. Architecture must, if it 
is to address thls poputar phenomenon, be dynamic. 

In the past altusions to the machine have satisfied some oesthetes 
dreams of dynamic movement in a static form. Brancusi's Blrd In 
Space and Dunchamp's Nude Descendlng a Stalrccse are both 
examptesofthisphenomenon. Onemustwonderiftheselessonsare 
applicabte and reasonable in the architectural world. Illusions of 
dynamlc form and process do not automaticalty resutt in a dynamic 
physical environment. 
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NOTE: These aftribufes 
fack fhe currenf universal-
Ify of fhe prevlous char-
acfersiflcs, yef fhey are 
exhibifed withln some of 
fhe aesfhefic case sfud-
les. Some media of ex-
presslon are also more 
capable of exposing 
fhese popufar phenome-
non. 

S H A P E - S H I F T I N G 

McDonald's and Disneyland both are examples of this trait. They 
have achieved the ability to alter one's perception and control an 
individual and his thoughts to a great degree. The vast amount of 
exposure could be the reason for such phenomenon. They have 
transcended their initial function and conception. They mean more 
than what they could possibly ever actually be. 

S P E C I A L I Z A T I O N 

The population and workforce of America Is greatly being influ-
enced by this phenomenon. Due to the vast and monstrous 
quantities of inf ormotion that is available to soclety and industry, the 
industries have been f orced to specialize in certain areas of expertise 
in order to deal effectively with the given problem. The age of the 
Reniassance man seems to be over. American culture has been 
effected in the same way that American industry and technology 
has been effected. 

V I S U A L / I M A G E P R E F E R E N C E 

Current trends in magazines and advertisement have moved away 
from printed verbiage and toward graphics and imagery for com-
munication. The current ultimate in mass media is a visual bonanza, 
the television. Peopte are currently fasclnated with seeing, rather 
than reading or simply hearing information. 

BELIEF IN T E C H N O L O G Y 

The Industríal Revolution is given credit for enhancing the quality of 
life in America and serving as a catalyst for the growth of the current 
popularculture. Technotogy isstillgreatly respectedand depended 
upon by the populous. Children eagerly await the newest improve-
ment in video games. Electronic gadgets of all kindsare believed to 
make life eoser and better for mass society. 
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M I N I A T U R I Z A T I O N 

Along with technology, and the accumulatlon of material wealth, 
the tendency toward miniaturlzation is a characteristic of the popu-
lar aesthetic. Things are constantly becoming compact, and hand-
held. This characteristic can Inhance the immediacy of the product 
by altowing the user to feel in control of the sltuation. 

H U M O R / S A R C A S I T I C I R O N Y 

The populous enjoy light harted entertalnment as exemplified by sit 
coms, but this humor can be Interestingly editorlal In nature, too. This 
is of ten expressed in political and editorlal cartoons and by comme-
dlans. Television shows like Saturday Nlght Uve and In Uvlng Color 
exemplify this characteristic. 
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CASE STUDIES of THE PCPULAR AESTHETIC 

NOTE: The followlng ex-
amples lllustrate char-
acferistics and Influ-
ence of popular cul-
fure's aesfheflc prefer-
ences. They ore In-
tended fo enhance 
one's imagery and 
undersfandlng of fhe 
prevlous criferia. 

A U T O M O B I L E : Amerlcar the Beautíful 

There is little doubt why the aesthetic and the concept of the 
automobite hove developed into an icon of popularculture. "There 
are any number of reasons for our [American] preoccupatlon with 
the automobile. We are a nation of so-called individualists, and the 
automobile is the ultimate means of individuol mobility - though It is 
also the most costly. The freedom and sense of power we feel when 
drlvlng a car is particularly Important to young people, who find the 
automobile and motorized speed both a means of escape from 
social restrictions and an exhitarating, thrilling experience in its own 
right."[Berger, 167) Though nearlyall taste culturescan now possess 
a vehicle, it is the popuiar culture thot accepts and even cetebrates 
its existence. In the same way that the machine age has been 
symbotized through the works of the futurists, the constructivists, and 
the early modernists; the automobíle is often used as an aesthetic 
metaphor for American popular culture. This aesthetic has been 
transposed and has become a major focus of American life: 

"The automobile became one of the most frequently repre-
sented popular images. Artists who immersed themselves in popular 
culture found that the idea was best expressed in the way cars were 
produced, marketed, and consumed. As the pioneer product of 
Ford's assembly-line techniques, the car had become an ideal 
symbol of mass production...Cars were [and are] built to last only so 
long, and the changes in model styles became a subtle and 
sophisticated maneuver to make the car owner feel that his otd auto 
was inferior in workmanship and in design to the new modet lines. 
Distinctions among cars were of ten created, usually by attaching a 
glamorous and romantic " image" to a particular vehicle. Extensive 
mass media advertising campaigns were used to publicize these 
images and to convince the consumer of their existence. Carswere 
produced, marketed, and sold not simply as means of transporta-
tion, built as packages of dreams, fantasies, and iltusíons." [Silk, 120) 

Architecturally, the automobite and its related aesthetic has trans-
formed America's cities, sensibilities, and habits. The essence of the 
"Drive-ln" movie, the main "Drag" and the "Drive-Through (Thru)" 
window are poputar and accep ted symbols of the dominance of 
the automotive aesthetic on American culture. The automobile 
aesthetic activates images and ideas of movement, mobility, free-
dom, and sleekness. Popular culture both drives and is driven by the 
automobite. The forms that have been created to integrate the 
automobile into American society are readily avaitable. They are so 
numerous that a person does not even notice them as automotive 
relatative: they are taken for granted. From streetlights to cross-
walks, billboards to stop signs, the automobile aesthetic is reodily 
avaiiable. 
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The car is at the very least a utilitarían product. The automobile also 
has the ability to transcend itself. A car can become the dream or 
fantasy and enable an individual to escape his reatity. The basic 
automobile is to Americans more than a means of transportatíon. 
This secure capsule allows the individual to escape as it provides an 
environment separate from the world. Visual access is still main-
tained, but safely filtered through the glass. A person's car Is one 
place where he can feel that he is in control. 

Mass media uses these associations to create vast advertising 
campaigns. Cars are used to sell themselves and numerous other 
products that are not even related to an automobile. A car can 
have personal traits, much like the individuals that drive them, they 
can be considered extensions of the personality that drives them or 
a personalíty themselves. The product is a technologîcal work of 
visual and spatiat art ond engineering. A product of popular Man's 
wants and desires, aspirations and dreams. 

ACCESSIBIUTY - The automobile ond its related aesthetic is virtually 
avaitoble everywhere and atso readity available. Television, maga-
zinesand musíc constantly inform and update the public. 
ADVERTISABLE One can find automobiles advertised ond used in 
advertising in practically every imaginable way. The automobile 
aesthetlc is very visibte and marketable. Cars are atso used to sell 
other products, and to promote images. 
AMBIGUITY - The automobile industry and íts related support indus-
triessurvives on the pubtic's lack of understanding and comprehen-
sive knowtedge about the automobile itself and its aesthetic. For 
example, a person is seldom able to decide why he or she like a 
particular automobile. 
CONSTANT CHANGE - The automobile industry survives ond pro-
motes the constant updating and improving of the machine. This 
constant change, like that of other popular phenomenon adds to 
the dynamicism of a car. 
ECLECTICISM - The automobite's visual appeorance hos developed 
from innumerable sourcesand continues to be influenced by various 
past revlvalistic stytes. The industry uses and is influenced by mass 
media. foreign sources, and itself in attempts to please the masses. 
EXPEDIENCE - The automobite enables America to achieve individu-
ally the things that it demands conveniently and rapidly. 
IMMEDIACY - When a person is driving a car, he believes that he is in 
complete controt of his experience. A person is secure, in contoL 
and commanding hisdestiny. The carisnotal ivewithoutthe person. 
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INCLUSION The automobíle industry attempts to cater to any 
individual's taste and preferences. This is done by creating different 
models and supplying the consumer with virtuatly innumerable 
options. 
LAYERING - The shapes and symbols identified with the automoblle 
and its related aesthetic are interestingly eclectic and diverse in their 
interpretation and incorporation. Pieces and parts of the past and 
present are meshed to form the look of the future. 
LIBERALISM - Americans are free to customize their automobiles with 
anything imaginable. Examples include: fuzzy dice, erotic hood 
ornaments, and suction cup window messages [BABV ON BOARDI]. 
OPENENDEDNESS - The commercíal marketing of the automobile rely 
on its ability for addition of vatues, interpretations, and identities as a 
selling point. 
OPPORTUNITY The automobile implies opportunist's expressive 
understanding of the "freedom of the road." 
PARTICIPATORY - A person is required to operate the au tomobile, the 
driving or using of the vehicle is imbedded within the aesthetic. 
PLURALISTIC-ttisinterestingtonotethatwhilecertaincarsassociated 
wlth certaln society, there are no rutes for purchasers other than the 
cost. Used cars add to thís ambiguity of cars as a status symbol. 
RICHNESS - A car is more than just a car to Americans, it has become 
a symbot of freedom, individuality, and incorporates the erotic as 
wett as the functional mundane. 
UTILITY-Thecarisafunctionaladaptationtopresumedneeds,atthe 
very least. As society demanded new thing or characteristics, the 
industry met these needs. One of the most current has been the 
scaling down of larger automobites due to the higher prices of 
gasoline. 
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TELEVISION: frte 6oo£> r u b e 

Television has been a commercially successful mass-communica-
tion medium during the second half of the twentieth centry. It began 
in the 1940s' as a novelty - radio with pictures - and by the 1960s' had 
become this nation's most important entertainment medium. It also 
has become a powerfut and controverstial Influence on American 
popular culture, one that not onty acts as a ref tectlon of society, but 
also magnified the forces of change withln American popular 
culture. Some have creditedTV with raising the educational level of 
our young, while others blame it for destroying family life and 
individuality. Never the less, one thing is certain - television flourished 
into a big busíness (neary $23 billion a year) and it has played a major 
role in changing our popular cutture. (Wilson, 198) 

The Fifties ushered in the age of tetevision for most of America and 
with it came a new inftuence on the popular culture. The structure 
of television is intertwined with its related aesthetic. The ability of the 
mediums' short bursts of entertainment, the freedom of choice, and 
the constant attempts to please a entertainment hungry public 
enable it to be classlfied as a medium of the popular aesthetlc. 
Accordlng to Berger in his study, Pop Culture: 
"FIRST, television is a powerful instrument of communicatlon. 
SECOND, the average American watches television a great deal of 
the time, which serves to intensify the impact of television on his 
psychological devetopment, and collectivety, on society as a whote. 
THI[?D, television commercials (and television itself) offerusa model 
of life which is distorted and possibly destructive of rationality. It 
símplif ies experience, suggests that all problems can be solved if the 
right product is purchased, and tends to hotd up the atypical as 
typical (by implicatíon). 
FOURTH, I have suggested that television commercials, which are 
more carefulty and expensively created, often have a visceral 
impact upon people, which In many cases is disturbing, since 
advertising often tries to provoke anxiety and feelings of inade-
quacy." (Berger, 86) 

Wilson agrees in respect to commercial advertising and adds: 
"The new mass medium also provided an opportunity to 

expand the consumer culture, which had been prevalent since the 
Industrial Revolution, into the mass culture by providing a major 
medíum for advertising, and TV producers devlsed programming 
that woutd deliver audiences for advertisers. The larger the audi-
ence watching a show, the more networks could charge for com-
mercíals on the show. Television developed into a major business 
enterprise to sell Amerlcan goodsand servlces, and at the same tlme 
it became a powerful force in transmitting the American cutture." 
(Witson, 217) 
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Thus, television is also a medium of advertising. It Is therefore required 
to relate to the mass culture in order to sell the advertised products. 
The result is short clips of serial stories that are interspersed with 
commercials that advertlse every thlng from cotton batls to envlron-
mental awareness. 

"In short, the overall aesthetíc of televislon drama Isa serlal 
aesthetic, and this designation places most television drama into the 
same categorv as serial radio, serial comics and serial fllms. All of 
these depend upon the guest villaín, whose off ice is that of providing 
a fresh problem fora residentstaff of heroes tosolve." (Schroeder, 25) 
This Is only one reason that television Is constantly changing and 
adapt ing. Anther is the Nietson rating system which determines the 
popularity of a particular program and the characteristics of its 
watchers. 

Many television situation comedies (sit coms) entertainingly mlmio 
society and its norms. Other types of programming change as 
America's preferences changes. Simply put, television changes as 
society changes. It has also become a very competit ive medium of 
expression. Television must constantly struggle to keep the audi-
ence'sattent ion. Network television is also virtually a "free" form of 
entertainment, but popular America has Increasingly developed a 
taste for pay or "cab le" TV. 
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Cable television is bridging the cultural diversity of America by 
Increasing cholces and specializing within certain vlewing markets. 
Several cable channels attempt to bridge the inherent limitations of 
the medium by combining it with other mediums of communlcation. 
MTVand VH1 combine the aesthetic of popularmusic and the vlsual 
excitement of television. Also, attempts have been made to incor-
porate performance art withln the MTV format. HBO, Clnemax, and 
The Movle Chonnel at tempt to capture audiences by utilizing the 
"big screen" motion picture attributes on a smaller, but more con-
venient scale. Homq shopping networks, a relatively new addit ion, 
utilize the popular" Mair or shopping experience and the accessibil-
ity of television to create a new form of entertainment and profit. The 
success of fhese comblnations wíll undoubtedly lead to even more 
new ones. 

The specialization of the televislon medium has not changed inher-
ently changed its aesthetic, though. The medla Is still readity avail-
able, accessible, constantly changing, and at the same time It is 
becoming increasingly diversified. Even more recently, the Jukebox 
network allows the viewer to pick his or her preference of a music 
video, call in a request, and watch the choice in the privacy of his 
own home. The televislon aesthetic mirrors Amerlcan popular cul-
ture's pluralism and cetebrates it in a unique and entertaining way. 
Television's impact on society and popular culture has been pro-
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found. It has changed the lifestyles of most Americans and has 
become a major influence in the American experience. 

ACCESSIBILITY To gain access to a televislon, one must simply turn 
it on and watch. The programming is designed and written to 
appea l and engage the Amerlcan populous. 
ADVERTISABLE Not only Is the television a product, It Is a tremen-
dously successful and powerful advertislng medium. 
AMBIGUITY - The levets at whlch the televislon aesthetic can be 
interpreted and realized are equally numerousand diverse. 
CONSTANTCHANGE-TheTVisasourceofperpetualdifferencesand 
change. For a program to succeed, it must be popular and 
compete with shows that are on at the same time. The ratlngs 
determine the shows success. As a program looses its audience, a 
new one takes its ptace. 
ECLECTICISM The shows as well as the commercials have sources 
and influences from every sector of society. 
EXPEDIENCE - Just turn it on, there is no need to wait for gratificatlon. 
Television requires no special understanding or knowledge for a 
person to enjoy It. 
IMMEDIACY - A person is instantly projected into another world, the 
fantasy "real" world of television. Programs usuatly at tempt to 
engage the viewer and make him feel as if he is actuatly a part of the 
sltuation. 
INCLUSION The programs and commerclats on television are not 
only for "everyone", they are also a reflection of "everyone*'. 
LAYERÍNG - The television aesthetic has and can be interpreted in 
numerous ways and as numerous things. Layers of ideas, commer-
clals, opinions, and images constantly bombard the viewer. 
LIBERALISM - The TV provided Amerlca with a vivid picture of its own 
liberalism and conservatism. 
OPENENDEDNESS - Anything could happen, the limitsare not defin-
able. 
OPPORTUNITY The television Is generated for all and for all ideas to 
be expressed. 
PARTICIPATORY The advertisers are counting on this aspect, a 
person not only watches the TV, but Is also a part of it and Its 
suggested preferences. 
PLURALISTIC - Slices of all walks of life and the retated ideas are 
represented and monopolized upon in an ever growlng search for 
diversity. 
RICHNESS - The combinations and associations of the eclectlc parts 
form a diverse and tayered medium of expression. 
UTILITY - The medium functions as a advertisable commodity as well 
as a source of entertainment. Televislon has become a sources for 
more than information. It hasbeen used In art, literature, and effects 
the devetopment of perceptions of Amerlcan society. 
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CASE STUDIES of THE POPULAR AESTHETIC 
M U S I C : Hip Hop Pop, Jusf Don't Stop 

"The influence and singificance of muslc in our culture has 
long been recognized. More than two thousand years ago, Plato 
called for strict censorship of popular musio in The Republic. He 
feared that citizens might be tempted and corrupted b y " weak and 
voluptuous" music and led to indulgence In demoralizing emotions. 
Over the centuries many philosophers and scientists have expressed 
this fear of music's power to corrupt. However, it was not until the 
nineteenth century that music began to be mass-communicated 
and the criticism began to grow in intensity. This criticism of popular 
music seems to have reached a peak in the 1980s." (Wilson, 234) 

Poputar music borrows from numerous sources, transforms them, 
and organizes them in a new way to create a somewhat unique 
aesthetic. Even though its aesthetio structure is related to other 
supposedly "high" culture's classical music in itsbasic structure and 
attempts, it is ironically viewed as less important or significant than 
the music composed within the "classicar aesthetic. It is interesting 
to note that high-brow classical composers [Mozart, Beethoven, 
Bach, etc.] have been used only on the lower levels of the popular 
music hierarchy. These "masterworks* are used as (and have been 
successful only as) simple jingles in commercials to sell everything 
from chocotate bars to blue jeans. Popular music usually has a 
constant beat or rhythm, and an easily recognizable metody or 
tune. This characteristic usually manifests itself in a danceable type 
of music which allows a physical understanding as well as a mental 
one. Most classical music frequently changes tempo, and often 
lacks catchy melody. It is also associated with the elite high taste 
culture and that related aesthetic. 

Popular music is, if it is successful, a very marketable commodity. 
Charts and "hit parades" demand constant change and renew 
interest. They are monitored much líke the Níelson rating system on 
television. Thus, music often becomes easily dateable and of a 
specific type because popular music tends to address the current 
issues and the current attitude toward those issues. Popular music 
could therefore be described as an "expression of its time," Thís 
characteristic makes the popular music an interesting and valid 
metaphor of popular history. The popular music industry uses this 
constant change to its benef it, but at the same time, the industry and 
the sounds of popular music seldom stagnate, so the populous also 
benefits. 

The radio is popular cultures* strongest link to its music. The radio 
aesthetic, like that of the television, isaccessible to virtualty all, and 
provides a free, continuous, and constantly changing flow of enter-
tainment, news, and ideas. According to Stan Witson, "The change 
in the Beatles and their music was what kept them sopopular. They 
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led the Britlsh invasion with a new sound that the youth of America 
seemed to be waiting for, as Beatlemania swept over the United 
States In 1964. Other British groups had top-10 hits that year, but only 
the Beatles become a cultural legend because they were willing to 
change as rock music "grew up" in the troubled decade of the 
1960s."(Wilson, 243) Popular cultures' music is therefore required to 
be dynamic and openended if it is to survive. One of the current 
forms of music is that of Rap. This music eclecticatly borrows and 
layers originat score to other various sources. An MC then Raps or 
rhythmically rhymes new lyrlcs to form this new composite. 

A person has a great variety of choices according to his 
individual preferences due to the numerous radio stations and their 
varying formats. Like many of the other popular culture media of 
expression, radio and popular music have also been incorporated 
within the total concept of the automobile. There is little doubt why 
nearly all ne w automobiles come standardly equipped with a radio, 
at the very least. 

Live concerts, cassette tapes, and compact discs are other 
ways that the popular music aesthetio is enjoyed and marketed. 
These medlums are also constantly updated and made obsolete in 
the same fashion as the automobile manufacturers do to yearly car 
models. Reel to Reel, LP records, 8-track tapes, and cassette tapes 
are all examples of this phenomenon. Currently, the compact disc 
or CD has the best sound production, but its replacement, the DAC 
(digital audio cassette) is already on the market. Analogous to the 
automotive industry, every year's product must be perceived differ-
ent and better than the year before in order to sell. 

Ironically, poputar music has the power to evoke emotions 
such as joy, hatred, and lust; but it also possesses and is judged 
successful by itsability to setl. Each record contain a typical editorial 
statement. " It might be an innocent expression of the joys of love or 
a socially powerful statement about the need to feed starving 
people. Instrumental music contains melodies or beats that stir up 
some type of emotion, whether it be sadness, joy, retaxation, or an 
impulse to dance. Whatever type of music it is, it is directing some 
form of persuasion toward the listener." (Wilson, 252) Popular music 
is therefore both powerful and controversial. 

ACCESSIBILITY - Popular music is available on the radio, and on 
television. The public is easily aware and can easily comprehend its 
meaning and message. 
ADVERTISABLE Like television, it also has the abitity to perpetuate 
highly influential commercialsand ideas. 
AMBIGUITY - Enjoyment does not depend on complete comprehen-
sion of the message. 
CONSTANT CHANGE - The popular" hits" change even more rapidly 
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than the television series. Popular muslc moves and is not static. 
ECLECTICISM - The music is influenced by all cultural music and is itself 
inherently eclectic. Current RAP music is inherently eclectic as It 
borrows from sources initially. 
EXPEDIENCE - At any time one wishes to here popular music, It is 
available on the radio or MTV. 
IMMEDIACY-Themusichastheabilltytoexpressltselftothelndivldual 
in a unique way to that individuaL 
INCLUSION - Due to the music's eclectic nature, the Incluslon of 
diverse and non related ideas and sounds are commonplace. 
LAYERING - Both In sound and meaning, muslc attempts to Include 
both diversity and originality. 
LIBERALISM - Topics of popular music are often socially considered 
taboo, but music is a medium that has the freedom to express diverse 
attitudes. 
OPENENDEDNESS-The limit isonly the musician*sImaginatlon. Popu-
lar music also has a tendency to experiment with new sounds and 
Instruments. 
OPPORTUNITY- Anyone can use and understand popular music in his 
or her own way. 
PARTICIPATORY - The music Is for the masses, about the masses, and 
needs the support of the masses to survive. 
PLURALISTIC - The music of many nations and cultures Is the basis for 
popular music. The music also caters to specific groups and thelr 
preferences. 
RICHNESS - Powerful melodiesand lyricscomblne to expressa varlety 
of emotions and ideas to and for a variety of people. 
UTILITY - Popular music and popular themes change as the world 
view of the populous changes. 

^^y 
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CASE STUDIES of THE POPULAR AESTHETIC 

M A G A Z I N E S : A Speciallzed Look a the Amerícan Populous 

Since their beginning the the eighteenth century, magazines have 
provided a wide variety of material for their readers. All magazines, 
by thier very nature, speciatize in some way. Specialization enables 
magazines to better meet the needs of an information hungry 
American society. Magazines also allow for the constant updating 
and changing information avaitable inoursociety. The natureof the 
periodical enables them to stay current while adapt ing to the 
constant change. 

Magazines did not really begin to flourish until the 1820s, when new 
technolgies, (which included the rotary press) coupled with with a 
new literacy level in American society brought about by mandatory 
education, created a market for their expansion. By the end of the 
nineteenth centry, magazines of all types were serving the popular 
culture. 

Magazines can be ctassified in a variety of ways, but what is clear is 
that there generatly is a magazine published for just about every 
interest and taste In both poputarand elite cultures. A person hasthe 
ability to enjoy his specific preferences and explore his specific 
interests. Advertisements are atso catered to specific interests. 
Magazines, which must deliver readers to their advertisers, have 
changed to cater to these vartous speclal Interests and as a result 
have become the first mass medium to effectively reflect these 
changes, This is also the first mass medium to reflect the pluralism of 
American society. One could rationalize that this has been accom-
plished because the individual is not forced to layer or mesh his ideas 
with another. His preferences are uniquely individual and separate, 
atthough knowtedge has a tendency to break down barriers and 
magazines provide vast amounts of knowledge to the American 
popular cutture. 

Tosummarize, "The poputarprint media isthat of the magazine. The 
magazine has allowed the specialization of topics and the visual 
exci tementthatAmericahasdemanded." (Wilson^ll l) Themaga-
zine industry has addressed the aesthetic preferences of the popular 
culture by providing graphically exciting layout, and catering to the 
specialization of topics that American mass culture with its diversity 
expects. 
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CASE STUDIES of THE POPULAR AESTHETIC 

F A S H I O N : W h a t e v e r Is In STYLE? 

Apparel and accessories constitute an enormous market that at-
tempts to influence, please, and predict the preferences of the 
poputar culture. Clothing styles have throughout history been 
indicators of the wearer's social status, and personal style prefer-
ences. The clothing of the mass culture is no exception. Popular 
preferencesarereflectedinmagazineadvertisements,ontelevision, 
and on the street. New fashion verslons of popular style are created 
every morning when a person chooses his or her particular ensemble 
for the day. 

Even more dynamic than the music or the automobile índustry, the 
fashion industry has created for itself a seasonal marketing phe-
nomenon. America has been taught and has learned that as the 
seasons change, so do fashions. The cut, style, color, or pattern 
differs from season to season, and from year to year. The styles of 
fashlon are also often reflective of the attitudes of the soclety. War 
time, for exampte, led to a trend of traditional slmplicity [the forties], 
white prosperity often led to excessive extravagance [the twenties]. 
Major subculturat influences [punk or new wave, for example] are 
seldom negtected and often Influence the popular style of a future 
season, even though the original will be transformed and blended 
within the other influences. This layering creates both a sense of 
origingality and a sense of security for the consumer. In the same 
way that the punk movement influenced fashion, it also influenced 
the accessory market. A person could rationalize one of the latest 
fashion influences to be gangs; as the blue jean jackets, bandanas, 
chinos, and leather motorcycle jackets have become popular 
vogue. 

Popularfashiondiffersfromtheclothingoftheelite. Elitefashionsare 
often restricted by social etiquette and dress codes. Popular fashion 
tendenciesare liberal, dynamic, and expressive of personal individu-
alityandpreferences. Apersondressesasheorshepleases. Casual 
fashíon choices of the populous are often the least uninhibited and 
expressive. The dress of the masses also is most often utiltarian and 
comfortable. Although the overall "look" is important, comfort is 
very desirabte and prefered. 

Television advertising and celebrity endorsements often influence 
the popuiar fashion market. Advertisements for blue jeans and 
athletic shoes are constantly taunting the public as more and more 
choices are generated by the manufactures of these commodities. 
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It is interesting to note that blue jeans [Levrsj have become ac-
cepted icons of American popular culture, but were considered 
inappropriate as public attire only a generation ago. They have 
today become accep ted as a norm and an Integral part of the 
American lifestyle. High culture fashion designers have even used 
jeans in their deslgns, or have created thelr own high fashion 
modiflcation or version of the classic Levl's. The jeaning of America 
was undoubtedly instigated by the mass culture. (Fiske, 3) 

Popular fashion also addresses the individual in that it allows modifi-
cation and personal input. A wardrobe isa very individual creation. 
The individual is also free to create a "LOOK" that he or she chooses 
and express his or her attitude or aesthetic preferences. Off-the-
Rack/Ready-to-Wear designers and manufactures ailow for this 
phenomenon and often produce one certain item in numerous 
colors and patterns. The populous is free to choose and mix this 
almost innumerable set of choicesand variations to serve its whims 
and needs. Clothing and fashion have the ability to transform a 
person's image and appearance. Because of the cultural associa-
tions certain objects of clothing have acquired [a tuxedo, for 
example], a person can use or misuse these connotatlons and 
create new self interpretations and images. 

One time Fads are now fashions that have become popular icons 
are those that can be mass produced and are readily available. 
Levi's blue jeans, T-shirts, and white athletic shoes all have meanings 
and associations that go beyond that of an ordinary, functional 
piece of clothing. The popular fads of today are most likely to 
become the popular fashions or at least influences on the clottiing 
of the future. 

ACCESSIBILITY - Popular fashion grows out of the inherent need for 
clothing. Careful marketing makes it readily available. Mass pro-
duction and synthetic developments have enabled the market to 
grow. 
ADVERTISABLE Fashion is viewed as a commodity by the industry 
and the poputous. It can be bought, created, and sold. 
AMBIGUITY - The expression differs from person to person. 
CONSTANT CHANGE - The fashion industry depends on and perpetu-
ates it. 
ECLECTICISM The market and the popular culture often chooses 
eclectic themes within its fashion expressions. 
EXPEDIENCE The medium is pre-prepared and readily available. 
IMMEDIACY - The clothes in actuality are not the creators of fashion, 
this is accomplished by the person who wears them. 
INCLUSION - Anyone can influence and create fashionable expres-
sion. 
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LAYERING - Not only materials, but also ideas are superimposed in 
fashion. 
LIBERALISM - Neglecting imposed dresscodes, popular fashlon Is very 
open minded and expressive. 
OPENENDEDNESS - Possibilities of fashionable comblnations and 
expressions are seemingly unlimited. One is limited only by his or her 
Imagination. 
OPPORTUNITY A person does not have to understand "fashion" to 
create or wear popuiar fashion. Anyone can create fashion. 
PARTICIPATORY - Fashion not only requires a person to make them 
work, it enabtes a person to choose and express their índividuality. 
PLURALISTIC - Ethnic cultural fashion as well as dominant cultural 
fashion preferences influence fashion trends. 
RICHNESS - The diversity and uniqueness of each fashlon statement 
are equally expressive and individually meaningful. 
UTILITY - Fashions can adapt to fit the person; they also are tailored 
according to the popular world view. 
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CASE STUDIES of THE POPULAR AESTHETIC 

L A N G U A G E A N D G E S T U R E S : Don't Have a Cow, Manl 

Popular culture communicates in a language far removed from 
linguistictextbooks. Wordschange meanlngasthegenerat ionsand 
attitudes of the popular society change. The language of popular 
culture is young, vital and dynamic. The tendency toward speciali-
zation in American society has caused specialized groups to de-
velop their own slang vocabulary. The inclination is toward simplified 
technical terms through the use of anagrams or abbreviations. 

Words and expressions can also have multiple meanings [Man, Cool, 
or Bad], or no real meaning at all [Yo, Yea, Huh, Wow, and Hey]. The 
word " BAD", for example has numerous connotations. Its meaning 
has been influenced by the other popular mediums such as music 
and television. Michael Jackson, one of the mostsuccessfulpopular 
musloians, even had a "hit" song entitled "Bad." The word " b a d " 
can be, among other things, both a positíve and a negative 
expression. It is also interesting that some words have no meaning at 
all, as many are used simply as filler or as Interjections. The way that 
a word sounds when it Is spoken is very imporant. For example, 
Cadillac named its first sporty convertible,"ALLANTE", which means 
absolutety nothing. It was chosen only because it sounds elegant, 
European, and was very marketable. 

Bart Simpson (a current pop cultural lcon) from the Fox network's 
prime-time animated television cartoon, The Slmpsons [The show is a 
parody of poputar American life and family values.], constantly belts 
out: "Don't have a cow, manl" , "Eat my shorts, Manl", or " l 'm Bart 
Simpson, Who the Hell are you?" Sarcasm playsa great role in the 
devetopment of popular verbiage. Many of todays' television series 
and most radio station announcers are extremely dependant upon 
sarcasm. Diatogue can therefore have dual and ironic meaning, 
content and intent. The ambiguous nature of sarcasm inhances the 
openendedness of the popular language. It also adds to slangs 
cultural and sociat utitity. The role of gesture and vocal inflectlon is 
atso very important. Much of popularculture, because it issovisually 
oriented, relies heavily on gesture and expression to communlcate 
and understand orcomprehend meaning. 

Gesture and slang were at one time very regional in nature, but as 
the mass media has enabled almost universalty world-wide commu-
nication, the major differences have diminished. They have be-
come instead very specialized instead. Slang is a vital aspect of 
popular society. Like popular music, stang can be viewed as a 
historical documentation and categorization. The words that a 
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chosen to become a part of the poputar dictionary of ten ref lect and 
express the attitudes of poputar society. What was "groovy" in the 
sixties, was "coor' in the seventies, and became "bad " in the 
eighties. The early contenders in the ninetiesare "def", "hip", and 
"dope." 

ACCESSIBILITY - Language and gesture Is free and avaitable for use 
and understanding. The slang of the popular culture is readily used 
in music, on television, and in the printed mass media. 
ADVERTISABLE - As a medium of expression, it can be capitalized as 
a commodity. Coke, for example, can mean any type of carbon-
a ted beverage. 
AMBIGUITY-Onecanneverbeabsolutelycertainwhatismeant. The 
person is forced to accep t his own interpretation as correct. 
CONSTANT CHANGE - Slang meanings and expression change as 
quickly as the imagination and media can allow. 
ECLECTICISM The eclecticism of the popular culture's expression is 
as diverse as the persons that create the culture. 
EXPEDIENCE Language is readily available and accessible. No 
special knowledge or understanding is required to speak. 
IMMEDIACY A conversation requires two people. A person is not 
communicating if he isatone. 
INCLUSION Diversity of backgrounds and expressions are ac-
cepted. 
LAYERING - The style, tone, accompanying gesture, eto. are all 
Important in the communication of the message. 
LIBERALISM - American freedom of speech isa treasured trait of the 
popular culture's language. 
OPENENDEDNESS A persons imagination Is the limit in both the 
creation of slang and the interpretation of spoken and written 
verbiage. 
OPPORTUNITY - Language is available to all. 
PARTICIPATORY-ThePopulouscreatesandalterspopularlanguage 
and gesture. 
PLURALISTIC - Popular tanguage today expresses influences from a 
variety of cuttural sources. 
RICHNESS The possibility for inclusion of meaning and diversity is 
great. 
UTILITY - Slang, language, and gestures change to meet the expec-
tations and needs as society changes. 
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F O O D a n d D R I N K : Td Uke to Buy the World a Coke... 

Mass media plays an incredible role in determining and changing 
the diet of the popukar culture. Carbonated beverages, hamburgers, 
beer, tacos, and candy of all kinds are advertised constantly. 
Various producers compete for the publics' food dollars. Whether or 
not the populous is the Pepsl Generation, contemplates Where*s the 
beef?, is having a Blg Mac Attack, is thirsty for the Real Thing, or 
debates if their LITE beer tastes great or is less f illing is not the real Issue, 
the fact that America is influenced by such advertisements is unde-
niabte. The media does inform and educate [truthful or not] the 
public of its Qhoices [Mitk, it does a body good!] . It is therefore not 
diff icult to make a connection between the media and popular diet. 
Even water is being marketed under elegant brand names. Some 
foodstuffs have transcended the simple idea of nutrition and have 
become symbols of popular culture. One of the most vivid is the 
Coke bottle; another which is equally powerful is that of the ham-
burger. 

Popular culture's food is fast: 
"From the anthropological viewpoint, the hamburger has 

somewhat solved basic time-space problems. Given our land-
scape, livestock and lifestyle, this is what everybody can offord to 
eat, often. Hamburgers are cheap, abundant, tasty, nutritious, 
convenient. But we are not Just deaiing with something to stuff into 
our mouths - but about a thousand memohes of a thousand picnics, 
ball games, vacations, eating a homburger can be, and often is, 
rituratistic. Eating them with others is a form of communication; we 
consume not only a burger but a cipher. No wonder the pop artists 
are fascinated with hamburger. They are close to the center of 
contemporary popular culture." (Fishwick, 6) 
The mass media, television especially, creates perpetuates the 
mythology of the American's eating habits and preferences. It has 
changed the way that the populous eats, and its food and drink 
preferences. Food must be fast, and packaged in a visuatly appeal-
ing container in order for it to be acceptab le to the populous and 
in accordance with the mass media. 

An interesting thing about popular diet is that while it is eclectic in 
origin, it issomewhat generic in taste, packaging and preparation. 
Whether Mexican, Italian, or Chinese, most products can be bought 
and then prepared almost instantaneously with a microwave oven. 
The popular diet if prepared at home, comes in a waxed cardboard 
box, is wrapped in a freezer safe plastic, and can be served in its own 
microwaveable compartmentalized tray [ironlcally called TV Din-
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nersj. If an individual chooses to dine out, hlschoicesforimmediate 
foodstuffs are atmost limitless. Fastfood has become an enormously 
competitive market catering especially to Middte America. The 
food, like the restaurants, is "mass" produced for efficiency and 
expediency in servíng the customer. For example, the fastfood 
market determined: 

"These trends in popular cuisine were consistent wlth the 
dominant melting-pot ethic of the time because they facilitated an 
amalgamatlon of various ethnic tastes. This was accomplished by 
the process of elimination - one by one excluding each too-distinc-
tive strong taste group. In casting out pungent seasonings and 
sauces, McDonald's, among others, created a low-profile food with 
a penchant for low-level if not nonexistent seasonings geared to the 
largest common denominator - the bland Northern European pal-
ate. (Burger King attempts to refute this taste trend by urging" Have 
tt Your Way.") In this way - Middte-American, middte-class, mid-
western-McDonald'sbroughtthe"mildnessepidemic"toitsapexas 
the great Middle Way of American eating." (King, 108) 

A consumer also hasanother alternative if he decides not to cook for 
himself. Thehome delivery markethasincreasedexponentially in the 
last few years. Dominoes pizza is one of the founders of this recent 
trend. One simply has to pick up the phone, order his choice, and 
the food is delivered to his home. 

ACCESSIBILITY - Popular food, by its very nature, is readily avaitable. 
ADVERTISABLE - On any TV, radio, or billboard, one can f ind fastf ood. 
AMBIGUITY - The aesthetic is not for rationalization, it is for selling and 
eating. 
CONSTANT CHANGE - Competition demands constant change and 
development of new alternatives and choices. 
ECLEC ICISM - As American tastes diversify, the related food prefer-
ences atso diversify. 
EXPEDIENCE - One does not have to wait for fastfood. 
IMMEDIACY - The expression is tangible and attainable. 
INCLUSION - The pluratistic tendenciesare manifest in pluralistic food 
preferences. 
LAYERING - Combinations and inclusíon resutts in a uniquely original 
taste and understanding. 
LIBERALISM - Any motive can be used to sell the medium. 
OPENENDEDNESS - As diversity increases, so do the choices and the 
ability to gain profit. 
OPPORTUNITY - The medium can be reinterpreted and reassembled 
to form new sensations. 
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PARTICIPATORY - Many establishments allow for individual prefer-
ences in the choice of options on the food. 
PLURALISTIC - Food from every culture differs and the popular 
fastfood attempts to please everyone. 
RICHNESS - The diversity of taste, texture, and flavor comblne to form 
a unique popular expression. 
UTILITY - The popularity of food types changes as society's attitudes 
change and develop. 
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ART 

Popular art...[not just Pop art] isalso often viewed as a commodity. 
Popular art like the other medium of popular expression relies heavily 
on other influences. There is no defined limit to the area of resources 
for sources or inspirations in the works. The art has a tendency to be 
very availabte and very bold in its message when it is popularly 
successful. 

Political overtones and satirical cartoons are very expressive and 
persuasive of the populous. Cartoons, like television, mirror and 
refract the reality of Amertean life. With daily syndication in newspa-
pers and recently in many magazines, cartoons artistically, and 
humerously express the character of popular culture in the lan-
guage of popular cuiture. Cartoons, like magazines, are also 
specialized and directed toward specificaudiences, atthough general-
interest cartoon strips are published. Charles Schultz's Peanuts, 
featuring Charlie Brown and Snoopy, is an example of a general-
interest cartoon that has been popular for years. Many cartoons, 
especially editorial cartoons can be read or interpreted in many 
ways and on many levels. 

Within the works of artists like Claus Oldenberg and Andy Warhol, the 
popular culture's artifacts have been elevated to the tevel of art 
objects and are viewed as such in many of the worlds museums. 
Warhol's Soup Can, Coke Bottles, Brillo Boxes, and portraits of 
popular figures [which included Elvis, Marilyn Monroe, and the 
Barbie dolt] are accep ted throughout the art world as not only a 
movement in American art, but also as an expression of its masses. 
Claus Oldenberg's work, which is architectural in nature, has much 
the same effect as the art of Warhol, but can be reod as social 
commentary as well as popular representation. Oldenberg also 
expresses an ambiguity within the frameworks of the populous. For 
example, does a pair of scissors have the same meaning when it is 
the size of the Washington Monument? This type of expression often 
makes a person ponder about the actual meaning of the popular 
object itself. Oldenberg elevatesthe popularobject above the level 
of art and often creates with it a monument; and also controversy. 

The poster mentality and the developmentsof the print industry have 
allowed art images the availability that the populous demands of its 
expressions. A person can buy fora fraction of the cost of an original, 
a high-quality copy or reproduction of almost any artists' work. 
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Quallty art Images can therefore be owned by almost atl Americans. 
It is quite ironic though that a person can purchase a reproduction 
of a Masterwork [by Degas, Monet, Manet, Rembrandt, etc.] at a 
lower prlce than he could acquire a work by a pop artist like Warhol 
who worked in a mass reproductlon medium [silk screenlng]. An-
other interesting addition to the poster mentality Is the titling of the 
pieces in an often visualty bold and graphic manner. A print of a 
painting witl often have in its framing border the title, the artist, and 
the museum collection to which itbelongs. Thepoputoushasa need 
to know what they have bought, have the ability to show and prove 
to others, and also needs to know or prove thls rather rapidly and 
easily. The lack of quality art education in most American public 
schools could be a contributing reason for this labeling phenome-
non, but also could be attributed to a marketable attempt to please 
the label consclous popular culture. 

Most art that the popular culture itself produces does not immedi-
ately gain national or worldwide recognltion. According to Peter 
Sellars in an interview with Bilt Moyers," [The things that are happen-
ing] in America that I find more interestlngand more powerful [than 
the art of the high culture] Is the art that's being created within small 
communities, in many cases - in the communities, that isart that is not 
decorative, but a necessity, a social necessity. And the resutt is an 
art that's happening right now not in any of the official cultural 
center, not in any of the Lincoln Centers or the Kennedy Centers or 
... but in small community centers, in neighborhoods, in garages. It's 
an art of and by the people, and it's an art that puts forward 
alternative histories, for example. Because the official history that is 
on the network news is not an adequate representation of the lives 
these people have led." (Clark, 5) 

It is ironic that poputar cuttures expresslons are for much of high 
culture not even consídered art. 

ACCESSIBILITY - The artistic aesthetic of the popular culture is readily 
available. The mass media demands that it is understandable. 
ADVERTISABLE - It is within itself a medium of persuasion and is often 
viewed as a commodity. 
AMBIGUITY - The meanings and interpretations are of diversity and 
individualistic. 
CONSTANT CHANGE - The populous demands a medium that does 
not stagnate. 
ECLECTICISM - In order to satisfy the culturatly diverse consumers, the 
art is often expressive of eclectic ideas and phenomenon. 
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EXPEDIENCE - The expression Is readily avaitable, mass-produced. 
IMMEDIACY - A person has the ability to judge and comprehend the 
work as he or ú\e feels. 
INCLUSION - The art has the ability to incorporate the diversity of the 
society. 
LAYERING - The aesthetic is inclusive of diversity and many different 
interpretations. 
LIBERALISM - Even if considered obscene by some, the art isallowed 
to be produced and express the ideas of the individual. 
OPENENDEDNESS - The art is readable in a variety of ways, and has 
the potential for more implied meaning and expression. 
OPPORTUNITY A person can understand and express through this 
medium as he deems appropriate. 
PARTICIPATORY - The artform has the abllity and the tendency 
toward the inclusion of others opinionsand information. 
PLURALISTIC The aesthetic is of many persons and cultures, It is 
inherently eclectic. 
RICHNESS - The richness of overlapplng and oonvergent ideals and 
expressions illuminate and created a popular aesthetic. 
UTILITY The art of the populous often expresses the timely ideasand 
and attitudes of its associated cutture. 
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POPULAR CULTURE TASTE PUBLIC ARCHITECTURAL 

This is a basic overview 
ofpopular archifec' 
fural sfandards ac-
cording fo Dennis Alan 
l\4ann: 

"White the aesthetic standards of High Taste public are 
intetlectual, academic, avant-garde and abstract, and wett-docu-
mented by architecturat historians, those of the Mass Culture, the 
most dominant taste public in America today, can best be de-
scribed as popular, democratic and eclectic and largely ignored in 
architectural histories. Although there are many markets in this 
country, it is middle America, the sllent majority, that spends the most 
and consumes the most. Far more sophlsticated that the pejorative 
and nonsensical collective term that "mass culture" implies, middle 
America is mainly responsibte for the visual character of most of our 
cities. 

"To the professional ptanner or architect, most cities appear 
informal to the point of being visualty chaotic. The novel response of 
most planners to this chaos is to design a highly structured and 
superf icially organized artif icial city or" new" town which gives order 
to what these planners perceive as the detrimental effects for the 
unorganized quality of the physical environment (Alexander, Jacobs). 
Yet in splte of the efforts of city planners, most buildlngs go on belng 
buitt in a casual, arbitrary, additive and open ended way. Much like 
our early farmhouses, which began as minimal shelter and over the 
years received an endless series of additions and modif ication, most 
buildings built for or by this taste public respond to immediate and 
pragmatic criteria. Proportions are often the result of using prefab-
ricated factory made building components, or following accep ted 
and economicat construction techniques, or meeting local zoning 
and building codes. When one brings traditional formal design 
criteria to bear on most builder houses we discover little evidence to 
suggest that any theoretical or intellectual criteria lay behind the 
designs. This shoutd not be interpreted as a criticism but more as an 
observation. It is a mistake to compare buildings which have been 
generated by theoreticat and abstract concerns with those gener-
ated by more concrete and practical concems. Here the building 
is seen as a means to an end, not an end in itself. 

" More obvious and perhaps more significant is the fact that 
buildings which fall into this category seem to refer directly to other 
recognizable types. They are popularized and mannerist versions of 
familiar styles. The Cape Cod, Western ranch, Colonial, Mediterra-
nean, Modern, contemporary, and French Provincial are all far more 
iconic than symbolic. Although architectural etements like bay 
windows, columned portlcos, mansard roofs, Palladian windows, 
cedar shake panels, Mediterranean wrought ironwork, Wiltiamsburg 
styte fencing, and early American formica kitchen cabinetsar ersatz 
elements, they still create a successful overall character. It is the 
addition of these elements which makes a dutl and sterile box a 
decorated shed (Venturi and Brown), It is through the associations 
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made apparent by these clearly identlfiable elements that a build-
Ing comes to be about something, rather than about itseif (Gowans). 
Associations reinforce and maintain a way of like and satisfy the 
expectations of a public accustomed to social cohesion and a 
stabte visual environment. 

"While high style architecture (and high style architects) 
seem enamored with unity, coherence and order, most popular 
architecture celebrates its existence in ambiguous and complex 
patterns. In most popular orchitecture, each port, whether a dor-
mer, doonA^ay, sign, porte-cochere, or roofline has itsown messages. 
Together, the composition of a single message creates a concert of 
many messages. These messages are sometimes harmonious, 
sometimes chaotic and often discordant. Most often the parts of the 
buildtng are far more important than the whole and since the form 
is usually open-ended, popular architecture seems always incom-
plete. 

"The profession of architecture has always been quite suc-
cessful in meeting the demands of the High taste public. Higher 
education, economic security, and a liberal philosophy seem to 
breed a different understand of and feeling for art values than exists 
among the less educated, less affluent, and conservative. Most 
architects are commissioned by a wealthy and educated ctientele 
wlth hlgh artvalues. Conversely, the bullding Industry-lncluding large 
votume home-buildersserves a population with a significantly differ-
ent set of aesthetic and architectural standards. When both the 
architecturat profession and the building industry are evaluated as 
businesses, the buitding industry is far more vulnerable. Its very 
survival is keyed to a more volatile and competitive market than that 
of the architect who, at least historically, has survived by building 
only a smalt percentage of the total amount of construction. 

"The majority of building design and construction today is 
carried out by the building industry which, though occasionally using 
the services of architects, normally relies on the fashion, trends and 
tastes of its clientele to establish a design direction. Here design 
decisions are often a give-and-take process between the builder 
and the user. Survival for the builder is contingent on their ability to 
deliver a complete package within the budget, on time, and to the 
satisfaction of the aesthetic standards of the client. More specifi-
calty, to be successfut the building industry has to recognize the 
technological needs, the functional needs, and the symbolic needs 
of the client. Simply put this divergent set of needs and values will in 
the end result in different aesthetic standards. 
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"tn conctusion the profession of architecture like the profes-
sion of art educat ion has been reluctant to accep t the aesthetio 
standards that undergird the tastes of the general public. However, 
people do not lack taste, they just have different tastes. What Is 
considered an aesthetic good by one or many cannot transcend 
human consciousness. It is a result of human consciousness and 
reflects individuat aswetl as classsenslbilitles. Just as the environment 
reflects and confirms the diversity of taste of the American people, 
so too should architects become more responsive to the variety of 
aesthetic standards that operate in our pluralistic society." (Mann, 
714-19) 
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C A R W A S H . . . BOTHAUTOMATEDANDDO-IT'YOURSELF 

The open wash bays, or the mechanized "tunnel-of-suds" is an 
architectural realization for the popularity of the automobile. The 
architecture is one of the scale of the automobiie. A person 
becomes a mere servant as he uses the suppled utensils to bathe hls 
automobite. The bays are ergonomicatly designed to fit the meas-
urementsofalmostanyvehicle,notforahuman. Vendingmachines 
service the needs of the automobile while the human, alone, waits 
inside for the job to be completed. 

The machine aesthetic of the automated car wash is enjoyed so 
much by the users, that many businesses have ínstalled viewing 
windows. These windows allow a person to watch the machines 
wash his machine. The car wash has become a place where nearly 
all Americans are put on the same level. They are all ranked 
subsen/ient to their automobiles, which they most assuredly pamper 
and idolize. The Images of the machlne serving the machine are 
readity available. America isfascinated with the idealsof "automa-
tion." Theautomated carwosh isindeedan American poputaricon. 
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D R I V E - I N M O V I E T H E A T E R 

The automobile is also manifested architecturally in the drive-in 
movieaesthetic. Americaflocked in the comfortof theirown carsto 
the drive-in theater to experience a movie. Metaphorically, like an 
enormous extended living room, the whole family of cars [of families] 
could enjoy a movie, like they enjoyed television. America is also 
al lowed to be secure individuals in the drive-in movie. One does not 
even have to exit the security of his vehicle to enjoy the cinema. A 
person is atso not f orced to share the same type of seat as everyone 
else, because he bringshisown. Asapluralisticsociety of individuals, 
each securely atone in their cars, they share an identical experience 
and interpret it in innumerable ways. 

The great age of the drive-in seems to have passed, but its lessons are 
still valid. American popular culture can rememberand is moved by 
the autoerotic ideas commonly associated the drive-in. The security 
of being alone with a person he or she loved, and being isolated in 
the dark from those who represented authority enabled a sexual 
escapism for American teenagers and young adults. The film 
industry has preyed on these associative memories and along with 
television continues to romanticlze the drive-in movie theater. 
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M A L L S A N D THE S H O P P I N G A E S T H E T I C : 
A New Malnstreet America 

Shopping matls have become in the last decade, the medium in 
which the popular culture acquires a vast quantity of its possessions. 
Usuatty anchored by major department stores [themselves small 
malls], the smaller speciality stores line climate controlled pedestrian 
walkwaysthat connect the targeroutlets. A shopper, now divorced 
from his car and the asphalt street, is bombarded on both sides by 
shopping choices. Malls have even become places for people to 
just "hang-out." Other people use the mall as an exercise area for 
watking. Malls are popular, consumer related, eclectic, and am-
biguous. Many malls have grown so rapidly and in such an arbitrary 
manner that they are themselves a conf usion of circulation, a maze 
of shopping choices. 

A typical mall is a self-contained island amid a sea of parking. A 
person can escape into an environmentally controtled man-made 
"street" and shop safely and easily. Many mallsalso have so-catted 
"Food Courts," which enable a person to also gain sustenance 
without leaving. Benches are quaintly p laced along the center of 
the streets for the tired to rest. The mall also becomes a place to 
watch and be watched. So-called "mall-watchers" go to the mall 
torelaxand observe the spectacle of human experience. All people 
somehow equatized at the mall, and the meshing of American 
pluratism is readiiy evident. 

Malts have relocated many of the functions of the downtowns in 
American cities, and could be causally related to their decline. 
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C O N V E N I E N C E S T O R E S : 
Food, Gas, Beer, and lce; 24 Hours a Day 

Smalt grocery stores with the" essentials" of life, are located at nearly 
every corner in American cities. Many of these stores also serve as 
gasoline stations and borrow symbols and meanings from the auto-
motive aesthetic. These stores offer immediate gratification at a 
convenient location for the American populous. Their prices are, for 
the most part, much higher than regutar supermarkets. This is the 
price for the convenience. Popular America accepts this and is 
witling to pay. The convenience store thrives. 

The convenience store also does not offer assistance, they can be 
poputarly termed "self-sen/lce". Self-service isan expression of both 
independence and negtect. A person is free to filt up his car, but if 
he does not want to pump the gasoline himself, he is neglected. 
America has lost the one-time service station of the past, which has 
been replaced by the self-service convenience store. The days of 
"May I check your oil?", "Clean your windshleld?", "Regutar or 
Unleaded?" seem to be gone. Courtesy has been replaced with 
convenience. This is not to say that all convenience store clerks are 
rude, there has simply been a change In both purpose and percep-
tion. The needs of American society changed and the utility of this 
service industry has been forced to adjust, create, and adapt to 
meet the demands and preferences of popular culture. 
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D I S N E Y L A N D 

" [Walt] Disney was a figure of public influence and achieve-
ment far exceeding the usual parameters of "business." His enter-
prise created far more an institution of popular culture than a 
business in its effect on public behavlor and the quality of American 
life through the beliefs and vatues propagated - consciously as well 
as sub-consciousty by the unique "medlum" of film and theme 
park." (Klng, 107) 

Disney created a his unique empire of interlocking systems of films, 
television, and amusement centers was built on novel concepts 
setting it apart form others by its imaginative premises. Dlsneyland 
and Disneyworld are the culminating productsof his empire. These, 
like McDonold's and Coca-Cola have become popular culture 
icons: 

" tn any discussion of popular culture empires, and archetypi-
cal case in point for logical comparison is the Disney Corporation. 
The empires of McDonald's hamburgersand the Walt Disney Corpo-
ration - particularly in the aspect of the Disney theme parks - have 
been unavoidable features of everyday llfe in America since the 
mid-1950's. Both are founded by a self-made man with a flair for 
business, creativity, and innovation. Both made innovative use of 
the concept of "place," supported by a strong base in fantasy and 
various types of need and wish-fulfillment. Both grew out of an 
ideology which is easily identifiable with a middle-class ethos. Both 
have apptied unique and distinctive sotutions to various problems 
and concerns in American lif e having to do with family tife, television, 
leisure, mobility, and collectively-felt needs for cleanliness, order, 
safety, relaxation (accompanied by mild stimulation), efficiency, 
standardization, patriotism, and a particular type of uniform beauty 
andstabitity." (King, 108) 

This effectively has made the Disney corporation a mecca for 
popular middle-class America. They have become very ambiguous 
and transcend their original intentionsand f unction as more than an 
amusement park: 

"The Disney parks have shifted shape so completely as to 
assume a religious dimension. Like the Greek cities under the 
guardianship and spirit of a deity, the Dlsneylandsare permeated by 
the guiding spirit of Watt Disney and his" disciple" organization men. 
The parksserve as Meccas, sacred centers, to which every American 
must make his double pilgrimage, first as a child (for whom the 
Disneyland experience is a focal point), and later as an adult with his 
own children." (King, 117) 
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With each pilgrimage, the cycle is renewed. Disney also understood 
the changing needs of society and as they changed, Disney adapted 
his entertainment for them. The corporation has survived by crea-
tively studying the needs of society and attempting to fulfitl them: 

"Disneyland was consciously created to be a living laboratory of 
public engineering, one of the earliest places in which humane 
solutions to pressing urban probtemswere explored. The banning of 
the car, the extensive use of old-fashioned non-polluting modes of 
transportation, quiet and comfortable mass transit systems (among 
them the monorail), the values of pedestrianism, sight-seeing, and 
the sociability of "peopte-watching" at theparks ' activitlesarebuilt 
into one afteranother of the Disneyland and Disney World facillties. 
Thus the parks go far beyond belng simple entertainment centers." 
(King, 115) 

Advertising and marketing research are readily understood by the 
Disney corporation as each move is carefully administered. A 
certain set of beliefsand an overall ideology are perpetuated, These 
beliefs include those of progmatism, sclentism, collectivism, consum-
erism, the "social ethic," specialization, centratization, and whole-
hearted dedication to technological progress - as" Yankee ingenu-
ity" of an eartier American era - to solve the problems of modern 
tiving and to create new styles of tife. (King,118) In the same way that 
Disney himself controlled his business, the Disney corporation contin-
ueswith success: 

"Disney demanded full control and authority over his busi-
ness, insisting that distributors or franchisers of the company name 
comply closely with a strict code of business ethics to incorporate 
into the esprit de corps of organizatíon. Self-determination, made 
possible because there was no hindrance from "outside" stockhold-
ers, for example, is what allowed Disney to take chances in trying out 
new, innovative, controversial strategies." (King, 106) 

The success continues, and the popular esthetic is perpetuated 
through the creations of the Disney corporation. 

"Popubrjoumalism usually based its accolades of his [Disney's] 
work on hls Horatio Alger career, whlch proved the validity of the 
American Dream, as a symbol of the American middle-class and its 
aspirations. Disney was a master of the powers of positive thinking 
and of an optimistic attitude toward his "guests" (as visitors to the 
theme porks are called). These traits tend to create a stance of 
assertive good witl about the state of the nation as the land of 
economic opportunity in the form of free enterprise, which emerges 
aspatriotism." (King, 117) 
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PROJECT: Ghost Parking Lot 
ARCHITECT: SITE 

LOCATION: Hamden, Connecticut 
DATE: 1978 

The automobile parking lot is strangely altered and re-understood. 

According to James Wines and Alison Sky of SITE: 
"The Ghost Parking Lot inverts the relationship between two 

standard ingredients of a typical suburban shopping ptaza: auto-
mobiles and asphalt. Twenty automobiles are burried under the 
paving surface ín varying degree, from full exposure to to complete 
envelopment. The concept deals with a number of factors charac-
teristlc of the American mobilized experience - the blurred vision of 
motion, the fetishísm of the car, the indetermlnacy of place and 
opject - and utilizes them as the raw materiai for an art statement." 
(StTE, 120) 

The project is both humerousand ambiguious in its expression. One 
could spend hours conjuring up reasons and rationale for this idea. 
Yet, a person does not have to do so to enjoy the expression. 
A grave yard f or the au tomobilessuggestsalso the death of a vehlcle 
if it is not in motion, a state of constant change. When it is no longer 
in use, man no longer needs the automobile. It begins to blend into 
the city surface of asphalt and sink Into a useless state. 
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ARCHITECTURAL CASE STUDIES 
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PROJECT: BEST Notch Showroom 
ARCHITECT: SITE 

LOCATION: Sacramento, California 
DATE: 1977 

"The Notch Showroom represtents a further exploration of 
SITE's interest in an architectural iconography of fragmentation and 
subtraction. TheNotchShowroomusesreductionsasadditions. The 
buiiding is penetrated by a 14-foot-high, raw-edged notch that 
serves as a main entryway. The 45-ton wedge extracted form this 
gap is mechanized and mounted on a rail system that allws it to 
move a distance of 40 feet to open and close the showreoom. A 
commentary on the integration of art and architecture, the project 
can be interpreted as a scutptural monument (when the notch 
element is separated) and as a standard commericial building with 
a suspicious fissure (when the gap is closed). The Notch Shworoom 
suggests this integration by retaining the biographical evidence of a 
disintegration, which then estabtishes a new relationship between 
ar tandarch i tecture. " (SITE, 104) 

With the simple addit ion of this notch element, SITE has created a 
marketable image and a unique intrigue for the Best corporation. 
The showroom has become an advertisable commodity. The ele-
ment also utilizes technology and intrigue to capture attention. 
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PROJECT: Highrise of Homes 
ARCHITECT: SITE 

LOCATION: Major Urban Center 
DATE: 1981 

"This project, an experimental multiple dwelling composed 
of 15 to 20 stories, is to be located in a densely populated urban 
center. tntended for mixed-income residents, it inctudes shopping 
and recreational facilities. The configuragion of the structure is a 
steel and concrete matrix that supports a vertical commuity of 
private houses, clustered into distinct village-like communities on 
each levet. The floors function as flexible platforms that can be 
purchased in real estate parcels and buiit to suit each inhabitant. A 
central etevatorand mechanicat core services the individual houses, 
gardens, and interior streets." (SITE, 128) 

The Highrise of Homes is equalty eclectlc and pluralistic In intent. All 
are al lowed to modify their specific environment to their tiking. The 
combination of mutti-income and multi-cultural influence will blend 
together to form an eclectic unity. 
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PROJECT: Bohemia Jazz Club 
ARCHITECT: Branson Coates Architecture 

LOCATION: Tokyo, Japan 
DATE: 1986 

Coates ectecticatty combines a variety of aethetic influences to 
create a new pluralistic image and space relationship. The develop-
ment of the club wos a participatory experiment in pluralism. The 
Bohemia Jazz Club is the result of the comblned talents of several 
artists, craftsmen, and the architect. The ideas of all combined with 
the uniqueskíllsof Cootscreateadist inctive layering effect. Ail tayers 
can be read through and their carefuljuxtapositloning enhancing 
and modifying their meanings. The meshing and integration of an 
eclectic gathering of ideas and object results in a uniqueiy interest-
ing and dynamic environment. The club is more than a restaurant 
ond a bor, or even a p iace to hear music, it is an environment about 
people, perceptions, and an attitude of pluralism. 
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Thesls Research 

PROJECT: Neue Staatsgalerie 
ARCHITECT: James Stirling 

LOCATION: Stuttgart, Germany 
DATE: 1977-84 

According to Charles Jencks, "Traditional and modern Manguage 
games* are not synthesized but rather juxtaposed in tension, an 
allegory of a schizophrenic culture."(Jencks, 17) 

"To simplify , at Stuttgart the blue and red handraiis and vibrant 
polychromy fit in with the youth that uses the museum - they literally 
resemble their dayglo hair and anoraks - while the Classicism ap-
peals more to the lovers of Shinkel. This Is a very popular building with 
young and old and when I interviewed people there - a group of 
plein air painters, schoolchitdren and businessmen - I found their 
different perceptions and tastes were accommodated and stretched. 
The pluralism which isso often calted on ... is here a tangible reatity." 
(Jencks, 19) 

Stirling has on the literai surface, relied on classical metaphor to 
create a new architectural expression. But, instead of simply ab-
stracting and rearranging historical elements, the architect has 
•extrapolated their intended "meaning" and "purpose" and has 
modified them to suit his immediate given purpose. He has very 
functíonally and logically re-defined an architecture of the past and 
suited It for the future. This isan archltecture that allows Mankind to 
learn something about himself. 
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PROJECT: Temple drawlngs 
ARCHITECT: Franco Raggi 

LOCATION: not site specific 
DATE: 1977 

"1 prefer to play games with architeoture that show the relative 
character of languages and the absolute character of functions. If 
language is one among many conventions, then by applying 
paradox, irony, the superimposition and joint among conventional 
eiements (recognized) and extraneous bodies (boats, planes, trains, 
trailers, tents, etc) , I accentuate the relative character of the norms. 
Each of us has his own obsessions, and every language oan express 
them. 

"Personally, I prefer ambiguity (someone said that potentially It 
containsmore truth). I'm interested in the concepturalandphysical 
superimposition between the useful and the useless, the stable and 
the nomadic, the had and the soft, the notm and its violation." 
Raggi, 1977 
(Wines, 182) 

Raggl's conceptual diagrams examplify a very liberal eclectio 
combination of ideas. The transformation of the temple image into 
traditionai vernacular typologies yeild insight to the popular aes-
thetic. 

PV' 

Igioo Temple, drawing, 1974. Trailer Tempie, drawing, 1974. 
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Progromming 

THOUGHTS ON PROGRAMMING 

...the hunger from within told them that it was time 

Many had come from afar 
They brought with them much baggage: 
Another gathering ... wilied to occur 
Total comprehension was neglected 
For we demand immediate satisfaction 
The grill spoke of the impending festivities 
Many Ideos were propogated 
Seemingly intranced, not knowing or asking why 

the quest was fulfilled 

Indeed, the rvofivaflon was there as were the masses 
reality rushed by as the w i n d 
yet not in their hair 
the life radioted as banners and joyous screams. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS OF 
F A S T F O O D P H E N O M E N O N 

"In the beginning, Man stote fire from the gods. 
Man (and Woman) cooked food and it was good. 
And Man said: Let there be spices for this food. 
And the New Wortd was found. 
Man Said: Let cooked spiced food be refrlgerated. 
And yet again: Let this cooked splced and refrigerated food be 
sen/ed undera golden rainbow. 
And McDonald's was created. 
And man saw all the thlngs that he had mande, and they were very 
good. 
and Man now resteth for man deserveth a break today." 
(Steele, 129) 

" Historians know that fastfoods have been around for centu-
ries. The Romans had one-dish instant service shops all over Rome, 
and their empire; winning generals have been working on fast-food 
formulae for centuries. The sandwich, the key invention forfastfoods, 
wasthe work of an English earl, not an American cook. But if (asJean 
Brilta-Savarin claimed in 1826), "The destiny of nations depends on 
the manner in whlch they nourish themselves," the United States may 
well be the f irst nation whose manifest destiny depends on hamburg-
ers." (Fishwick, 5) 

"Fastfoods accound for an astounding 28 percent of the 
equally amazing $50 biltion we [Americans] spend on eating out 
every year." (Carroll, 36) 

"Through this diffused system of highly recognizable icons 
and architecture whlch f unctionsas havensof security and certainty 
under their golden arches, McDonald's has created an entire 
network of reassuring predictablíty. If provides a definlte "known," 
for both traveters and for local patrons, in an uncertain cosmos. In 
fact, more significantiy, McDonald's is a system of land-marks, 
creating a sense of place in the placeless sea of newly-built suburbia, 
or to mark off in our mentat maps the centers of suburban neighbor-
hoods or the areas between neighborhoods as the locat church 
spicre used to do in serving as town center and orientation point in 
traditional towns." (King, 113) 

"In the 1980s the golden arches are a tasteful electronic 
signature in McDonaid'stetevision commercials, o ra low-key plastic 
sign a t a modest height by a McDonald'srestaurant. Fading fast into 
the past is their original incarnation as full 3-D, twenty-five-foot, 
gleaming metat parabobs vautting into the sky over the first McDonald's 
stands. Today^s plastic echoes, withered by years of what is cal led 
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"highway beautification" are mere shadows of those first arches, 
whose neon trim etched the optimism of the 1950sagainst the night 
sky of a thousand suburbs." (Hess, 97) 

McDonatds and its fast-food aesthetic has become a part of Ameri-
can popular culture. It is interesting to note that the McDonalds of 
today is having to struggle with the competition In order to survive in 
the market. America has developed into a pluralist country and its 
fast-food industry has adapted only by the addition of new food 
typical chains. The industry itself is still very specialized. Wendys, 
Burger Klng, and McDonalds att only sell hamburgers, for the most 
part. Pizza Hut, Pinnochios, Dominoes, and Shakeys basicatty only 
have pizza as a menu item. Long John Silvers has cornered a small 
fish and seafood market. Taco Bell and Taco Villa specialize in only 
Mexican food. All of the major food chains neglect the idea of 
pluralism. An American, for example, might and could enjoy eating 
McDonald's french fries with a Taco Bell burrito. Where isa person to 
go if he wishes to have a milkshake with his pizza? A person, without 
extensive driving, cannot do these pluralistic things. The fastfood 
restaurants of today fail to meet the aesthetic associations of 
popular cutture because they do not address the pluralistic nature 
of American popular culture. 

"McDonald's adutt advertising has a different, but equally 
effective, theme. tn 1976, a fresh-faced, sincere young woman 
invited the viewer to try breakfast - a new meal at McDonald's - In a 
famitiar setting. In still other commercials, healthy, clean-living 
Americans gambol on the ski slopes or in mountain pastures. The 
single theme running throughout all the adult oommercials is person-
alism. McDonald's, the commercials tell us, is not just a fast-food 
restaurant. It is a warm, friendly ptace where you wiil be graciously 
welcomed. Here, you will feel at home with your family, and your 
children will not get into troubte. The word you is emphasized -" You 
deserve a break tody";"You, you're the one"," We do It att for you." 
McDonald's commercials say that you are not simply a face in a 
crowd. AtMcDonald'syoufindrespitefroma hecticandimpersonal 
society - the break you deserve." (Kottak, 57) 

"First we can look to the architecture of fast food to find 
another ready exampte of the vernacular tradition in building. And 
though as aesthetes we may be put off by the vulgarity of the 
tradition we cannot as students of the culture ignore its ubiquity. 
Vernaculararchitectureisallaroundus. Ifitlsaswehaveearlierseen 
a gasotine service station for the refueling of our automobiles, it is a 
Burger King for the ref ueling of our stomachs or a track house for the 
renewal of our bodies. Inspirational aswe mightfind the architecture 
of a Wright, a Sullivan, or a Stone, it is the vernacular tradition in which 
we live or lives. And the economy, simptlcity and fiexibility is readily 
evident in the housesof fast food." (Lohof, 30-31) 
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"The world is btessed each day, on the average, with the 
opening of a new McDonald's restaurant. They now number more 
than 4,000 and not only the United States but also such countries as 
Mexiceo, Japan, Australia, Engiand, France, Germany, and Swe-
den. The expansion of this Internatlonat web of franchlses and 
company-owned outlets has been fast and efficient; a little more 
thtan twenty years ago McDonald's was llmlted to a slngle restau-
rant in San Bernadino, California. Now, the number of McDonald's 
outlets has far outstripped the total number of fastfood chains 
operative in the United States thiry years ago. 

"McDonald'ssales reached $1.3 Billion in 1972, propelling it 
past Kentucky Fried Chicken as the world's largest fastfood chain. It 
has kept this position ever since. Annual sales now exceed $3 billion. 
McDonald'sisthenation'sieadingbuyerofprocessedpotatoesand 
fish. Three hundred thousand cattles die each year as McDonald's 
customers down another three billion burgers. A 1974 advertizing 
budget of $60 million easily made the chain one of the country's top 
advertizers. Ronald McDonald, our best-known purveyor of ham-
burgers, French fries, and milkshakes, rivalsSanta Clausand Mickey 
Mouse as our chtldren's most famlllar fantasy character." (Kottak, 
52) 

" Kroc has been quick to see the new concern with minorities, 
ethinic groups, women's movements, nostalgka, regionalism. Ronald 
is sellin a standardized, mass-produced product, but he is selling 
magic too. That is his secret weapon... 

TWOALLBEEFPAniESSPECIALSAUCELEnUCE 
CHEESEPICKLESONIONSONASESAMESEEDBUN" (Fishwick, 11) 

On the interiors: 
"Too much can be make of these decors, of course, for the lessons 
of Banham and Venturi soutd alwaysbe borne in mind. Recalling the 
one's garnished shell and the other's decorated shed it quickly 
becomes ctear that the Burger King Corporation has simply retired 
older for newer images. Moving one's attentlon from decoration to 
structure it become evident that the divorce of image from function 
which alternately appal led Banham and thrilled Venturi still prevails. 
Architecturatly, food preparation and seating areas iie side-by-side 
within rectangular boxes and the vernacular tradition is intact. 
Hence the eye is caught by the familiar economy of maintenance 
and simplicity of design. Noticed also is the flexibility and replicability 
of the structures. And finally, in the Burger King store as etsewhere 
within the tradition one f inds the vernacular reliance upon a horizon-
tal stacking of modules. Hiding behind a different logo then and 
clothed in a different wardrobe of motifs is the same vernacular 
tradition." (Lohof, 28) 
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"Like other machinery in the world of industrialization the 
Burger King Corporation's hamburger machine - or tine-up, as it is 
referrred to in the trade - rationalizes the construction of its product. 
Accordingly the process is first separated into its discreet tasks. Each 
task is then assigned to Its proper station, mechanical or manuaL a 
post that has been carefully designed for a precise purpose. And 
flnally each of these statlons is asslgned tts approprlate ptace along 
the assembly tine. In the world of Burger King the line-up begins with 
abroil ingmechanism. Movingalong endless-grateconveyors,buns 
of bread and patties of ground meat travel at precise speeds 
through intense temperotures. When properly cooked these patties 
and buns leave the gratesand descend small chutes, the one to be 
sandwiched within the other. These sandwichesare then moved to 
the next station, a prepartion table where a variety of accessories 
and condiments is applied as prescribed by the customer. (Hence 
theadvertiser'sjungle: "...special ordersdon't upset us,/all weask is 
that you let us/have it your way.") Here the sandwich is compteted, 
packaged and fonA/arded to the polnt of sale." (Lohof, 28) 

" Even though McDonald's is clearty identified with its innova-
tive menu items such as the Big Mao, how McDonaid's produces its 
food and drink may be even more significant than its food wares. 
Serving methods (inciuding the design and coordination of kltchen, 
preparation stations, counter, and seoting areas) are just as impor-
tant to the McDonald's eating "system" as ingredients ond their 
assembtage. McDonatd's reputation for maximum efficlency of 
food preparation is wetl-deserved. Their commitment to fast - in fact, 
almost instant service has made It worthy to lead in fulfitting the 
promlse of fastfood for "instant eating" for the millions. In addion to 
the customary indoor counter, many stores have now nstalled drive-
through windowsforhighway traffic." (King, 108) 
Faiture of McDonalds in Criterion: 

"Order, predictability, stability - all lend an aura of certainty 
and a feel of an ethernal nature amidst the rapid flux of changes 
which traumotize people and nations with"Future shock." As much 
as they are futuristic, McDonald'sare a hedge agaist the disequiili-
brium of change. And for those who bemoan the disappearance 
of standards, the rigorousness of McDonald's demands on itself 
coutd be an inspiration." (King, 109) 

" When contrasted with the pre-industrial nature of the Royal 
Castle System's greasy spoon, the Burger King Line-up conjures an 
overtly industriat milieu. The basic elements of the factory have 
obviously been introduced to the fast-food phenomenon. More-
over, this introduction has brought with it two other inevitable 
changes. One, the advent of the feeding machine has introduced 
the possibility - some consumers woutd say the dutling certainty - of 
a standardized, recognized product. As one commentator has 
written: "Burger King ... wants the food tt serves in New York to be as 
identical as humanly possible to that served in New Mexico or New 
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Orleans." But conformity of this mognitude is of course not humanly 
possible; only machinery can provide so standordized a product. 
Concomitantly the rise of the machine has meant the fall of the 
artisan. Standing in the ptace of the fry cook, hisiengthy education, 
his careful skitts, and his orcane galley, is the glistening metal line-up 
and its Inexperienced attendants. The Burger King Corporation 
claims that a single hamburger machine represents on investment in 
excess of seventy thousand dollars. It also claimes that the average 
restaurant empioyee is an unskitted teenager who witt work for the 
prevaiting mtnimum wage and last perhaps four months on the job. 
Whot other data could more graphically illustrate the replacement 
of the experienced artisan with sophistlcated machine and its callow 
caretakers." (Lohof, 30) 

"Three basic principles emerge from a study of the McDonald 
regime. First, McDonatd's most singificant contribution is not only in 
what it added to American highway and shopping center architec-
ture, not in its contribution to fast food cuisine such as the Big Mac or 
nonpareil French fries, but in those institutions which it consciously or 
Inadvertentlydisplaced. Firstandmostobviousofthese"traditionar 
estabtishments is the local diner or greasy spoon, catering to local 
trade and , untit the nation-wide freeway system pervaded travel 
patterns in the 50's, otso to transients. Second, such "specialty" 
eateries as the local soda fountain and roadside tavern were in 
some measure shunted off to the sidelines of development and 
popular interest by McDonald's convenience, low cost democratic 
appeal , and general "classtessness." The homogenized miidness 
and blandness of McDonald's made it acoeptable to a broader 
range of ages, classes, incomes, and tastes. Part of the often-cited 
"ptastic" quality of McDonald's is exactly, in fact, the key to its 
success in outranking other food-oriented sociability center which 
have more "spice. 

"Second, its tnnovations in building design, location, and 
operatlons, and business-customer relatlons amount to a complete 
philosophy of food service and of "eating out," one which hos 
significantly modified public tastes and expectations to the point 
that McDonald's can be said to have created a new standard 
against which other centers of eating ond socializing are now being 
judged and are also judging themselves. The current fast-food 
successes such as Burger King (second in hamburger sales to 
McDonald's), Burger Chef, and the up-and-coming Wendy's are 
based on the lessons of McDonald's. In fact, the appeal of Jack-in-
the-Box, in their tetevision advertising campaign of 1973, was based 
on McDonatd's success, issuing the challenge, "Watch Out, 
McDonald'sl" 
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"Third, McDonatd's outiook and style have repercussions 
which extend far beyond the limited scope of food consumption to 
make various statements about the contributions to values, atti-
tudes, and beliefs about iife; specifically, about life in America as 
lived on the" mass" level of concentrated urban culture." (King, 112-
113) 

"McDonald's means organization, rationailzation and spe-
cialization, carried out to the point of perfection so that the con-
sumer can have a hamburger with the minimum delay at the 
cheapest price possibte. The restaurant works on a continuousflow 
format, like an automobile assembly line, with hamburger being 
cooked and everything eise being at the ready, so that orders can 
be filled almost at once." (Berger, 126) 

"Everything comes wrapped in paper, to be thrown away. 
The packaging industry has make studies of consumer beliefs and 
preferences and has found that individual packaging, putting 
hamburgers (like Big Macs) in their own cartons, gives people a sense 
of "value received" or "added value"." (Berger, 126) 
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The pluralistic food preferences of the American populous demand 
a new type of restaurant. While serving a wide variety of food types, 
it must also incorporate economy, expedience, and individuality. 
The eatery will fuífill the needsof a multi-cultural American society In 
one easily accessible site. The current tendency toward miniaturizo-
tion and conservation of resources mandates both economy and 
functionality. The architecture is crudely the combinatlon and 
assimilotion of the automotive drive-through, fastfood accessibility-
related aesthetic; the convenience and security of a drive-in movie 
theater; and the multi-cultural aspects of a popular, mall "food 
court." 
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The intent of this program is to outline the manifestation of the 
described popular taste culture's aesthetic criteria in an architec-
tural environment. 

The building type initially chosen to explore these ideas is loosely 
described as that of a restaurant, although the actuat design witl 
resutt in some form other than a traditional restaurant. A traditional 
fastfood eatery will serve as a point of departure. 

The images and ideas inherently associated with the poputar aes-
thetic atso demand the departure from traditional architecturat 
typologies, in that the popular culture will be designed f or rather than 
subjected to a predescribed architecture. 

The major cuiturat or ethnic influences are Caucosion, Hispanic, 
African-American, and Asían. 
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A restaurant wilt be divided into served and service areas or spaces. 
These spaces can simultaneously be classified as public and private. 
Metaphorically, one couid consider the restaurant as a theatre for 
eating, with a back of the house supporting the front of the house. 

There is aiso a indeterminate space in whlch one can be served while 
remaining inside the car and still technicalty eat on the premises. 

Because this isa public building, all related fire, zoning, and life safety 
codes must be met or exceeded. 

The interconnection or interface between these two basic areas, 
served and service is important, because this is where money for 
services or goods is exchanged. 

The automobile and its related aesthetic will be incorporated and 
interfaced intothe design. The differencesof scale and aesthetic of 
human vs. automotive should be addressed. 

The eatery must serve a pluralistic society and attempt to satisfy their 
food preferences as weil os their aesthetic preferences. 

The iconography and symbols of the establishment must be market-
able and understandable, [readable, explotiable & usable], by 
popular culture and moss media. 

There exists within the American phenomenon the concept of and 
tendency toward miniaturization. Poputar architecture should address 
this issue. 

The overall conception should be of a scale which is comprehend-
'able to the user both while he is in the automobile and out of the 
automobile. 

The establishment should also possess the ability to "shape-shift", in 
that it is more than a functional food-gettlng place. It should be 
come a fantastical, dynamic popular phenomenon. 
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NOTB: Theanalysisofmore 
Imporfant spaces Is based 
on fhe flve space con-
cepfs of Jean Pragef 
which Inciude: 
1 pragmafic - space of 
physical acfion (man/na-
ture infegraflon) 
2 ' percepiual - space of 
fmmediate orlentation 
(Idenfify necessary fo 
funcfion 
3 existøniiai space 
which forms man's sfabie 
Image of his environmenf 
(soclai and cultural llnk-
oges) 
4 - congnitive - space of 
thephysicai worid (iogicai 
concepfualization) 
6- absiract - space ofpure 
logical relafions (symbollc 
concepfuallzaflon) 

PUBLIC AREAS, SERVED SPACES, FRONT OF THE HOUSE 

A U T O M O B I L E I N T E R F A C E -

Controlled, awaiting sustenance 
Movement, a steady stream of life... 

tatk and tell 
choose and demand 
ask and receive 
thank you and come again 

The gate that opened back into the mouth of reality 
Pressure upon the lever, ecstasy. 

pragmatic... A customer must be able to order, pay for, and receive 
his food while remaining comfortably seated within his or her auto-
mobile. A car shoutd be easity and safely maneuverable within the 
predescribed path. The movement of the automobile must not 
jnterfere with the pedestrian movement of customers who choose to 
dine within the estoblishment. There must also be a linkage to the 
space where people eat in their cars while parked on the premises 
after receiving their food. 

perceptual... A customer should immediately understand how and 
where to go in order to achieve the desired resutt. The convenience 
of the interface shoutd be understandably pleasant. A persons 
wants and needs should be anticipated and fulfilled. 

exlstential...Popularcutturesunderstandingofandrelatlonshipwith 
theautomobileshouldbemanifestarchitecturally. Thearchitecture 
fragment should be of the scale of the car, rather thon the scoie of 
the person. A person's perception of space while isotated within a 
vehicle is quite different. This should be addressed. 

cognltive ... The relationship of the drive-through to the rest the 
composition should evoke a sense of unity. It must interface funtion-
ally and aestheticalty with the other components of the design. 

abstract... The symbots associated with the drive-through relate to 
both the restaurant and the automobile. Currently, they usually 
include the automobile height limit sign and the restaurant's menu. 
The speaker into which one shouts his or her order is interestly ironic 
with association to both the human voice of a waitress and the 
speakers in the drive-in movies which are a uniquely automotive 
experience. 
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A U T O M O B I L E P A R K I N G 

I stopped and left alone that which gave me freedom 
INTHISWORLD 
IT was, is, and will be also a crutch for me to bare 
Alone, I must continue on unfriendly turf 
My security is gone 
Others remain in their comfort 
I venture fonvard ... I am without, yet I hold the key. 

Alone; it held is white-boundried territory 
Respect was given to this honored catalyst 
the movement had stopped and 
Yet, the dignity somehow remained ... 

pragmatic ... A retatively "flat" surface with suitable markings for 
controlled parking of cors, buses, etc. must be incorporated within 
the design for customers who prefer to eat within the establishment. 
Handicapped spaces must be provided according to code. The 
pedestrian access to the enclosed area will be separate from the 
automobile movement pathways. The driving and partcing surface 
should be easily maintainable, and the preferred pedestrian walk-
ways should be obviously distinguished and handicapped acces-
sible. 

perceptual.. .Apersonmustunderstandandrememberwherehisor 
her car is parked. Often people wish to have a view of the vehicle 
while they are eating for security reasons. Implied security must be 
perceived. Implied order and proper useage must also be under-
standable and readily perceived. The heat from the typical asphoit 
lot is generally negatively associated as is also its color, texture and 
smell. 

existential... The parking lot isan imoge that has manifest itsetf in most 
American cities. It represents mon's need and overt usage of the 
automobile. Space is required and is demanded by this object of 
mans' affection. A space for porking is often a major problem and 
resutt as a visual reality in the American city. 
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Parklng, concluded 
congitive ... Popular culture is a user of the environment and its 
related resources. Phenomenal amounts of space are required to 
perpetuate the automobile and American culture's demanded 
perception of the automobile. This is logically reflected in the result-
ing man-created environment in which Americans have chosen to 
exist and perpetuate. 

abstract...Emptyopen-airparkinglotssymbolicallyrepresentdecay 
and death. The absence of vehicles destroys both the idea of 
intended function and inherent vitality. Life can be restored when 
the carsare resplaced. People seldom congregate or entera place 
where there are no other people, so a parking lot should never be 
perceived as "empty." 
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F O O D C O N S U M P T i O N A R E A 

Hungrily, I waited ... 
The path toward fulfilment grew shorter 
Overwhelmed with cholces, no preconceptions 
Which path should I take ... 
MAY I HELP YOU? ... they questioned 
the perplexing moment, 
a choice is made 
the totl waspa id 

I now wait. 

quickly, the Hunger is over, 
as is my wait. 

pragmatlc ... The dining area must incorporate a voriety of seating 
arrangements that will support o variety of group sizes and personol 
as well as cultural preferences. The area should be easily cleaned 
and maintained. Furniture must not impede handicopped persons 
or interfere with fire exit pathways. A water fountain, male and 
female restrooms, and a public tetephone will be easily accessible 
from or within this space(s). 

perceptual ... A person must be able to perceive security and 
privacy among a mass of people. Eating is perceived as a private 
activity and this perception should be addressed. 

existentlal... Eatingand itsrelated social manner/behaviorstend to 
separate various cultural groups. Each society should be allowed 
within the confines of reality, be comfortoble wlthin the space in 
which they dine. 

cognitive... Logicatty, the furniture, ambiance and spatial quality of 
the díning area sould be convenient and understandibly related to 
the ordering and food receiving area. The arrangement of the 
furniture should reinforce the ideas of both oesthetio and the 
profitable managing function of the estabtishment. 

abstroct ... The dining area relates strongty to the funtion of the 
fastfood restaurant. A customer is not intended to elongate hisstay. 
It is intended to be primariiy brief and secondarily, comfortable. The 
stay should however be pleasant and entertaining enough to entice 
a return visit. 
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P U B L I C R E S T R O O M S 

pragmatlc ... Occupancy will determine the number of persons 
(oapacity) within each toilet facility. The men's restroom must 
include at least one water closet, one urinal, and one lavatory. The 
women'srestroom must include at least one water closet, and one 
lavatory. Finishesshoutd be easily cleaned and ruggedly institutional 
in construction. Direct view into the restroom area should be 
avolded. 
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I N D E T E R M I N E N T S P A C E S 

I can stay within the bounds 
of my security and have 
that which I do see others possess 

Bring my wish to me 
I have but to ask 
and to pay in accord to a 
grander scheme 

A friendly breach 
a chance meeting... 
Successful transfer 

I am now safe and secure 
pleasantly Fulfilled. 
I will leave for another to secede 
For another may come as I 
As I came and teft 
Without a trace 

pragmatlc... This spatíal relationship altows a person to either use the 
automobite interface or drive-thru ond eat while stilt within his car, or 
to park and have the food brought to him while he is in his car. The 
integration of the parkingareas, the serving pathsand the placesfor 
parking and eating must be integrated, understandable and useabte. 
Trash recepticals must be appropriately p laced and easily acces-
slble. 

perceptuol... While remaining withing the perceived security of his 
own car a customer can view some form of entertainment while he 
is eating. Sounds can be heard and the functions of the restaurant 
should be evident. 

existentlol... The experiences associated with the car, the drive-in 
movie theater and the fastfood experience should be layered and 
intermeshed into a new and unique experlence. 

cognitive ... The space isa temporary, functional, enjoyable, and 
transitional space. It is a brief stop to gain sustenance before a 
person travels on during their daily routine. 

abstracf... The car sen/es as a save vehicle of motion, symbois of the 
parking lot and the idea of a time clock that symbolically limits one^s 
stay, and a carefuliy marked sequence of arrival and departure, 
create the environment. 
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PRIVATE AREAS, SERVICE SPACES, BACK OF THE HOUSE 

F O O D P R E P A R A T I O N A R E A 

the Task that seemed to great 
a machine that told him what and how to achleve 
and when 
Boiling liquids, flashes of red, a buzz 
Heat, Light, Smells of charred flesh 

A heat from above shone on the new one 
a box for inclosure, a misguided wrapping 
the present was indeed ... 
less than suprising 
but, strangly appropriate. 

the Job was over, but only momentarily 
the crackling voice was again beaconing 
for more ... 

pragmatic ...The preparation of food will actually be of a "fastfood" 
type. A full-sen/ice kitchen is therefore not necessary. The food is 
intended to be primorily prepared elsewhere and only assembled 
on the site. Space mustbe allocated forstorage of the pre-prepared 
frozen food as well as the receiving of such frozen goods. Typical 
fastfood stainless-steelfood preparation machineswili be used in the 
area. The floors, walts, and ceiling must be washable and easily 
maintained. Food witl be baked, fried, grilled, and steamed. 

perceptual ... A kitchen should be percelved as both clean and 
efficient. Neatness and tidiness are also images that must be 
maintained at all times. Even though this area is has the greatest 
capacity to become soiled, It must remain the both perceptually 
and actually the most sanitary. 

existential... The preparing offood isnot necessarityanactivity that 
must be viewed by the public customer. Though Mankind has been 
analyzed as having a need to gather around a metaphorical 
hearth, a fastfood restaurant is not intended to be an extention of 
person's home. 
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FROZEN FOOD STORAGE A large refrigerated short-term storage 
area will be provided. This orea should be temperature controlled 
and atlow unimpeded accessto the food preparation area and the 
docking platform. 

DRY FOOD STORAGE ^ An inclosed shelved area for the short-term 
storage of non-refrlgerated dry goods. This area should be located 
adjacent to the food preparation area and be easity accessable 
from the docking platform. 

EMPLOYEE MEETING AREA - Thisspace will be a small, separate area 
in which the manoger can conduct short meetings and informative 
taiks. 

M A N A G E R S O F F I C E 
pragmatic ... This space will be a smatl, separate area where the 
manager can have privacy. Typical office furniture must be usable 
In the space. A minimum of a desk, 2 chairs, shelving, and 2 large 
filing cabinets will occupy the space. A view to the exterior would be 
preferred but is not demanded. 

perceptual ... Control should be architecturally ond spatially evi-
dent. This perception can be something for those without to aspire 
to, or can be an egotistical recognition of one's achievement. 

existentlal... Socially, Americans understand and perpetuate the 
ideas of hetarchy and socio-economic closs. The striving for achieve-
ment and competitiveness is readily evident in Mans' nature. The 
office of the manager could be perceived as a manifestation of this 
goal. The control of this space has been earned and is symbolically 
a goat for many of those who work at the restaurant. 
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UNIFORM STORAGE - A small closet-tike space near the managers 
office wilt be provided for the storoge of the non-issued uniforms. A 
changing space will not be provided because the employees must 
arrive in uniform. 

EMPLOYEE RESTROOMS - A small toilet area for employees that is 
separate from the public restrooms. The minimum fixtures inctude a 
lavatory and a water ctoset. 

CLEANING SUPPLY STORAGE - A small closet-like space adjacent to 
the public eating area, but convenient to the serving area. A 
janitorial-type floor sink must be accommodated, as well as space 
for mops, brooms, dust rogs, and vorlous cleaning solutions. Flam-
mable solvents must be dealt with appropriately according to code. 

DOCKING - An raised loading and unloading platform area must be 
provided for the receiving of goods. It shoutd be adjacent to the 
frozen food storage area as well as the dry food storoge area. The 
manager's office should also be adjacent to the detivery area. 
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ACTIVITY LISTING 

ordering of food (Inslde) - A person isstanding. Visuol and/or verbal 
access Is required for the viewing of food choices. Another person 
or receptive device is needed to accept the demands. The food is 
purchased at this time. 

orderlng of food (outside) - A person remains inslde their car. Visual 
and/or verval access is required for selectlon of food choices. A 
service person will accept and prepare the order. 

serving of food - An employee maneouvers the prepared food item 
to a carrying device which is given to the customer. 

preporing of food A variety of cooking machines are "run" by 
trained persons. A person is trained in the efficient and proper 
manner to achieve the desired food quality. This is done out of view 
of the customer. 

eating of food After receiving the prepared food, the customer 
finds a suitable seating facility, and consumes his food. 

disposol of woste - Adequate facilites will be provided for temporary 
holdingofsmatlamountsofwaste. Theseamountsmustbemanually 
tifted and carried or dollyed to a public waste receptical. 

eating in car - A person can receive and eat his meal on the site while 
remainin within the confines of his automobile. 

generol office work - All types of fiting, writing, computing, typing, 
enten/iewing, phoning, and discussing occur under this category. 
These can occur while the individual is standing or sitting. 

cleanlng of equlpment - The required manual scrubbing, polishing, 
mopping, speeping, and arranging is accoplished with a variety of 
solvents, solutions and tools. 

unlooding of goods - Most goods will be unloaded manually with the 
assistance of carts or dollys. 

parking cor - A customer must maneouver hts car into a designated 
area and stop. 
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ACTIVITY LISTING 

drlving o cor - A customer, who is using the drive-through window, 
decides on his preference, orders, pays ond recieves his order all 
while driving his own vehicte. 

standlng, waiting - Customers may at times be required to stand and 
wait for a short time until their order Is processed. 

sltting, woiting, converslng - Customers can use the facility as a brief 
meeting and break area. 
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SYNOPSIS 

A corner site on an intersection of two major streets in the outskirts of 
Los Angeles area of California has been chosen for this devetop-
ment. The ethnic variety of the city and its inherent pluralistlc 
tendencies aided in the choice of the site. The city's dependency 
on the automobile also will be addressed In the final solution. 
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THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES AND SURROUNDING AREAS 

Los Angeles is one of the most eclectic cities in the world. It is also a 
pluralístîc city, because the sectors that deflne its ecleoticism are 
clearly defined. Each ethnic culture Is geographically separated 
and very intact. "When I got here I realized this is the first ptace in 
Amerlca, southern Catifornia, that hasa white minority. Now, that's 
already going to be interesting. That already means we're on the 
cusp of a new Identity for the whole country, and it's starting right 
here. What's interesting is that if you just look at the demographics, 
the largest Korean population outside of Korea is here. The largest 
Filipino population outside of the Philipplnes is here. The largest 
Iranian population outside of Iran is here. The largest -1 mean, we can 
go down the list, Burma, anything you like. It'sall here, in the largest 
numbers. More different types of people are living here now than 
have ever lived in any city in the history of the world." (Clark, 2) 

Los Angetes is also a city built as an automobile culture. The arteries 
of the city are freeways. The populations virtuatly ignores the futile 
public transportation system and uses the their automobiles as the 
major, if not their only, means of transportation. It is very interesting 
to note that the culture also generally accepts all of the negative 
things associated with the automobile, too. The smog that chokes 
the city's air, the tremendous waits on the freeways, and the vast 
expanses and cost of parking facilities and streets are all conse-
quences for the Angelinos' love of their automobiles. The automo-
bile population, like that of the human population of Los Angeles 
continues to grow. 
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C L I M A T E 

Los Angeles isbordered by coastal mountain ranges to the north and 
the east and the Pacific Oceon on the west. These act as buffer 
against extreme summer heat and winter cold. The climate is 
considered semitropicaL but the city is more closely defined as a 
conglomeration of coastal, mountainous,and desert climates. Even 
during the hottest months of the year, the humidity is quite low and 
the nights are generally cool. The city's mean temperature is about 
64°F (43°C). The average rainfall annual rainfatt is 14 inches which 
usually falts mostly during the winter months. Hot dry winds are from 
the Santa Ana mountains are also common during the summer 
months. 
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ISSUES 

Ease of access and egress is a necessity. 

There is a constant demand for parking in the city. 

The major environmental problem is that of seismic activity. The 
building must address this issue structurally. The San Andreas Fault is 
33 miles from downtown Los Angeles, but more than 40 smaller faults 
crisscross the metropolitan area. 

Smog is the prevailing weather condition. This effects corrosion of 
exposed materials, ventilation, and the perception of form and 
color. 

The city has a very high cost of living. The typical fastfood restaurant 
would not intice interest and the curiosity of the public. Other chains 
have introduced extravagant eateries that will define this restau-
rant'scompetition. 

The city is very image oriented and often sets popular trends for the 
rest of the country. 

The motion picture industry and television industry is very influential in 
the community. 

C O D E 

The Uniform Buitding Code will sen/e as a guide for the protection of 
pubtic health, safety, and welfare. Thearchitecture must conform to 
acceptabte standards. 
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Ttiree Schemes: 

I. X MARKS THE SPOT 

The architecture is conceived as a sign, an image, and an icon for 
marketing. The interior consists of layers of juxtaposed screen and images 
that separate and define spatial ambiguity. The scheme is both market-
able and reproducibie as a franchise. 

II. FOODBANK 

Using Classical iconography, a combination of drive-in bank teller 
and fast food restaurant is created. An automobile is conveyed through 
a series of stations mechanically to gain food. All patron function occurs 
within their automobile. 

A. The concept could function as independent restaurants with the 
food preparation occurring underneath. 

or 
B. The food tellers could simply be remote locations from a main 

branch where the food is prepared. 

III. POETRY OF POPULAR CULTURE / IMAGERY EXTRAVAGANZA 

A playful cartoon-like land of eclectic, bizarre, and exciting images, 
forms, and experiences are combined within a miniature fantasy food 
land. IVlass media plays a great role in selection of images and the con-
stant change of these images. The television and video imagery is also 
included. A potron is abie to choose to dine within the establishment, use 
the drive-thru window, drive-through and eat in their car, or park and 
have food delivered to them. 

This concept could be expanded into a "food park". 

29January 1991 
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X-PRES FOOD UNLIMITED 
o mulflculfural fosf-food exfravaganza 

Based on an onalysis of the síatus quo, that whlch exists now, the pluraiistic American needs for food can be 
fulfilled in a single establishment. X-Pres is this resulting archilecture. 

Elemenîs of the design composition are based on metaphorical transformations of the aesthetlc character-
istics of the American Popular Mass Culture. These characteristics were derived from a comparitive analysis 
of the mass media that currently exlsts and influences (as well as being influenced by) popuiar culture. 

These include: 
ACCESSIBLITY 
ADVERTISABLE 
AMBiGUITY 
CONSTANTCHANGE 
ECLECTICISM 
EXPEDIENCE 
IMMEDIACY 
INCLUSION 
LAYERING 
LIBERALISM 
OPENENDEDNESS 
OPPORTUNÍTY 
PARTICIPATORY 
PLURALISTIC 
UTILITY 

Of these characîeristics, the ideas and concepts associated with constant change, layering, ambigulty, 
participaíory, and advertisablity are the ones chosen as a main focus. 

B. Shawn Cox 
30Aprili990 
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